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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The IFMA Foundation is pleased to
present “Planning and Responding
to a Global Health Crisis for Facility
Management Professionals.”
TOPI C S I N C L UD E :

11 COVID-19 Information
16 Potential Pandemic Impacts on
Facilities
20 FM Pandemic Risk Factors and
Control Options
26 Pandemic Planning/Preparation
33 Pandemic Response
42 Pandemic Recovery
51 Appendices including Resources,
Glossary, and Case Studies

Facility Managers (FMs) are among the first responders on the front line of a
pandemic. FMs are essential to keeping business and critical infrastructure
facilities operational during the COVID-19 pandemic. IFMA has continuously
monitored and assessed the impacts of this crisis on facility management.
As the FM industry’s global thought leader, IFMA has responded quickly and
thoroughly to deliver beneficial resources and safe learning opportunities to
the FM community.
This manual is meant to be a reference chronicle. It will be updated
periodically after the COVID-19 pandemic passes. It will eventually include a
“Lessons Learned” subsection, which will provide improvements to regular
operations and practices, as well as guidance for future similar events.
While this manual is geared toward the FM profession, it should be noted
that crisis preparedness and response are most effective when applied
on an organization-wide basis. The information in this manual is meant
to be viewed in a holistic manner that involves appropriate employees,
resources, and critical functions within an organization to prepare their
response and recovery.
This manual cannot be all-inclusive or cover all situations. The COVID-19
pandemic is a dynamic situation, with information and circumstances
changing virtually daily. The amount of “monitor and adjust” activity taking
place serves as an important part of the response. Personnel and teams
must remain apprised of events, respond, and coordinate internally and
externally as appropriate.

We will get through this crisis,
and we will be better for it.
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Foreword

FOREWORD
When a pandemic arises, the world changes quickly. In 2020, all eyes, ears, minds, and
hearts have been focused on COVID-19. Facility managers face heightened demand for
demonstrating to their occupants that they are providing a clean, healthy, sustainable,
and safe building. Unprecedented times require agility plus the ability to call in extra
resources: experts, trained frontline teams, supplies, and equipment.

Scott Salmirs

Information and updates on the crisis are overwhelming, and it is an ongoing job to
sort the critical from the noise. Yet, facility managers have to act quickly to understand,
adjust, and deploy enhanced cleaning and safety protocols in contaminated spaces and to
prevent outbreaks in buildings. We also have to face challenges such as:
▶ Protecting our employees
▶ Maintaining occupied and unoccupied buildings
▶ Occupants reluctant to return to the building
▶ Economic impact on businesses – clients’ and our own
▶ Communicating internally and externally

Everything we say and do as facility managers reflects on our trustworthiness, and not
just with our clients. All of the Facility Management challenges and the choices each of
us makes to address them, are viewed by our communities through the lens of trust.
The 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer showed that consumers’ trust in U.S. institutions is
woefully low, even prior to COVID-19. Now more than ever, it’s vital to demonstrate that
we’re providing places and spaces where people can feel safe after the virus has been
cleared, and for years to come. People remember how companies respond in times of
crisis. The time to build trust is now, because this is not the first crisis, nor will it be the
last. The strategies and partnerships each of us forms now impact our ability to conquer
today’s challenges and prepare for those of the future.

Scott Salmirs
President and CEO
ABM
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
This Pandemic manual has been prepared for the IFMA Foundation. The manual is designed
to provide FM professionals with a reference document to assist in planning for, mitigating,
and responding to pandemic threats.
Use of this Manual

Disclaimer

FM professionals are encouraged to review this manual
and identify those topics that apply to their respective
organizations. As a generic manual, all information will not
apply to all users. Some FM professionals will have unique
responsibilities not addressed in this manual. Further, it is
expected that some situations will require flexibility and the
exercising of professional judgment, which may deviate from
this document. Users should adapt this manual as needed.

This manual is intended to be used by the IFMA Foundation
members and entities identified by the IFMA Foundation.
The manual is designed to provide as accurate information
as possible with regards to this subject matter. However, as
a guidance document, all users retain the responsibility to
apply this information appropriately and to adapt/augment
the information as necessary. Neither the IFMA Foundation
nor Dr. Goldman accepts responsibility for the application of
information contained in this manual.

While this manual is geared toward the FM professional, it
should be noted that pandemic management/response is most
effective when it is applied on an organization-wide basis. An
organization that engages in preparedness activities only in
the FM discipline will likely remain unprepared for a pandemic
or any other significant crisis. We encourage all users to view
the information in this manual within the context of a holistic
program that involves appropriate employees, resources, and
critical functions within an organization.
Having stated that, this manual does not address issues that
are in the domain of other departments or management.
Strategies and policies, for example, focusing on employees,
health, payroll, tracking activities/hours, emergency
spending, travel, social distancing, crisis management,
communications, interface with federal/state/local
government agencies, etc. are generally not addressed.

Revisions
The IFMA Foundation would greatly appreciate input,
suggestions, or requests for clarifications for inclusion
in subsequent editions. Every effort will be made to
accommodate feedback received. Please forward comments
and suggestions to Diane Levine, Executive Director, IFMA
Foundation, at diane.levine@ifma.org.
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COVID-19 Information

COVID-19 INFORMATION
T H I S S EC T I ON INC L UD E S :

11 The COVID-19 Pandemic
12 COVID-19 Basics
13 How COVID-19 Spreads
15 How to Protect Yourself

Pandemics occur every 30
to 40 years and have varying
levels of severity.

The following is derived and adapted from the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (https://www.cdc.gov/) and specific COVID-19
information obtained at (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/)
as of mid-April 2020. Information is also gathered from the World Health
Organization (https://www.who.int/), its COVID-19 specific website (https://
www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019) and a very
informative Question and Answer page (https://www.who.int/news-room/
q-a-detail/q-a-coronaviruses). The reader is advised to visit these links and
the ones presented below for the latest information.

The COVID-19 Pandemic
A pandemic occurs when a virus spreads from person to person around
the world and affects a very large number of people. Pandemics happen
when a new virus emerges to infect people and can spread between
people sustainably. Because there is little to no pre-existing immunity
against the new virus, it spreads worldwide. By contrast, an epidemic
occurs when virus activity in an area (e.g., a city, a country, or another
region) is higher than normal.
Pandemics occur every 30 to 40 years and have varying levels of severity.
Viruses range in severity from mild to severe, and the same virus can vary
greatly in how it affects different age groups or at-risk groups, depending
on its unique characteristics.
The virus that causes COVID-19 is infecting people and spreading
easily from person to person. On March 11, the COVID-19 outbreak was
characterized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO).
This is the first pandemic known to be caused by a new coronavirus. In the
past century, there have been four pandemics caused by the emergence
of new influenza viruses. As a result, most research and guidance around
pandemics is specific to influenza, but the same premises can be applied
to the current COVID-19 pandemic. Pandemics of respiratory disease
follow a certain progression outlined in a “Pandemic Intervals Framework.”
Pandemics begin with an investigation phase, followed by recognition,
initiation, and acceleration phases. The peak of illnesses occurs at
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the end of the acceleration phase, which is followed by a
deceleration phase, during which there is a decrease in
illnesses. Different countries can be in different phases of
the pandemic at any point in time. Different parts of the
same country can also be in different phases of a pandemic.

COVID-19 Basics
What is a novel coronavirus?
A novel coronavirus is a new coronavirus that has not been
previously identified. The virus causing coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19), is not the same as the coronaviruses that
commonly circulate among humans and cause mild illness,
like the common cold.
A diagnosis with coronavirus 229E, NL63, OC43, or HKU1
is not the same as a COVID-19 diagnosis. Patients with
COVID-19 will be evaluated and cared for differently than
patients with common coronavirus diagnosis.

COVID-19 Information

Why is the disease being called coronavirus disease
2019, COVID-19?
On Feb. 11, 2020 the World Health Organization announced
an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019
novel coronavirus outbreak, first identified in Wuhan,
China. The new name of this disease is coronavirus disease
2019, abbreviated as COVID-19. In COVID-19, ‘CO’ stands
for ‘corona,’ ‘VI’ for ‘virus,’ and ‘D’ for disease. Formerly,
this disease was referred to as “2019 novel coronavirus” or
“2019-nCoV.”
There are many types of human coronaviruses including
some that commonly cause mild upper-respiratory tract
illnesses. COVID-19 is a new disease caused by a novel (or
new) coronavirus that has not previously been seen in
humans. The name of this disease was selected following
the World Health Organization (WHO) best practice for
naming of new human infectious diseases.

COVID-19 is a new disease caused by a
novel (or new) coronavirus that has not
previously been seen in humans.
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How COVID-19 Spreads
What is the source of the virus?
COVID-19 is caused by a coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2.
Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that are common
in people and many different species of animals, including
camels, cattle, cats, and bats. Rarely, animal coronaviruses
can infect people and then spread between people. This
occurred with MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, and now with the
virus that causes COVID-19. More information about the
source and spread of COVID-19 is available on the Situation
Summary: Source and Spread of the Virus.

How does the virus spread?
The virus that causes COVID-19 is thought to spread mainly
from person to person, primarily through respiratory
droplets produced when an infected person coughs or
sneezes. These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of
people who are nearby or possibly be inhaled into the lungs.
Spread is more likely when people are in close contact with
one another (within about 6 feet).
COVID-19 seems to be spreading easily and sustainably in
the community (“community spread”) in many affected
geographic areas. Community spread means people have
been infected with the virus in an area, including some
who are not sure how or where they became infected.
Learn what is known about the spread of newly emerged
coronaviruses.

COVID-19 Information

Can someone who has had COVID-19 spread the illness
to others?
The virus that causes COVID-19 is spreading from person to
person. People are thought to be most contagious when
they are symptomatic (the sickest). That is why experts
recommend that these patients be isolated either in the
hospital or at home (depending on how sick they are)
until they are better and no longer pose a risk of infecting
others. More recently the virus has also been detected in
asymptomatic persons.
How long someone is actively sick can vary so the decision
on when to release someone from isolation is made using
a test-based or non-test-based strategy (i.e. time since
illness started and time since recovery) in consultation
with state and local public health officials. The decision
involves considering the specifics of each situation,
including disease severity, illness signs and symptoms,
and the results of laboratory testing for that patient.
Learn more about CDC’s guidance on when to release
someone from isolation and discharge hospitalized patients
with COVID-19. For information on when someone who has
been sick with COVID-19 is able to stop home isolation see
Interim Guidance for Discontinuation of In-Home Isolation for
Patients with COVID-19. The World Health Organization (WHO,
https://www.who.int) also has excellent technical guidance;
see https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novelcoronavirus-2019/technical-guidance.
Someone who has been released from isolation is not
considered to pose a risk of infection to others.
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Can someone who has been quarantined for COVID-19
spread the illness to others?
Quarantine means separating a person or group of people
who have been exposed to a contagious disease but have
not developed illness (symptoms) from others who have
not been exposed, in order to prevent the possible spread
of that disease. Quarantine is usually established for the
incubation period of the communicable disease, which is
the span of time during which people have developed illness
after exposure. For COVID-19, the period of quarantine is 14
days from the last date of exposure because the incubation
period for this virus is 2 to 14 days. Someone who has been
released from COVID-19 quarantine is not considered a risk
for spreading the virus to others because they have not
developed illness during the incubation period.

Can the virus that causes COVID-19 be spread through
food, including restaurant take out, refrigerated or
frozen packaged food?
Coronaviruses are generally thought to be spread from
person to person through respiratory droplets. Currently,
there is no evidence to support transmission of COVID-19
associated with food. Before preparing or eating food it is
important to always wash your hands with soap and water
for at least 20 seconds for general food safety. Throughout
the day use a tissue to cover your coughing or sneezing,
and wash your hands after blowing your nose, coughing or
sneezing, or going to the bathroom.
It may be possible that a person can get COVID-19 by
touching a surface or object, like a packaging container, that
has the virus on it and then touching their own mouth, nose,
or possibly their eyes, but this is not thought to be the main
way the virus spreads.
In general, because of poor survivability of these
coronaviruses on surfaces, there is likely very low risk of
spread from food products or packaging.
Learn what is known about the spread of COVID-19.

COVID-19 Information

Can I get sick with COVID-19 if it is on food?
Based on information about this novel coronavirus thus far,
it seems unlikely that COVID-19 can be transmitted through
food – additional investigation is needed.

Will warm weather stop the outbreak of COVID-19?
It is not yet known if weather and temperature affect the
spread of COVID-19. Some other viruses, like those that
cause the common cold and flu, spread more during cold
weather months, but that does not mean it is impossible
to become sick with these viruses during other months.
There is much more to learn about the transmissibility,
severity, and other features associated with COVID-19 and
investigations are ongoing.

What is community spread?
Community spread means people have been infected with
the virus in an area, including some who are not sure how or
where they became infected.

What temperature kills the virus that causes COVID-19?
Generally, coronaviruses survive for shorter periods at
higher temperatures and higher humidity than in cooler or
dryer environments. However, we don’t have direct data
for this virus, nor do we have direct data for a temperaturebased cutoff for inactivation at this point. The necessary
temperature would also be based on the materials of the
surface, the environment, etc. Regardless of temperature,
please follow CDC’s guidance for cleaning and disinfection.

Can mosquitoes or ticks spread the virus that causes
COVID-19?
At this time, the CDC has no data to suggest that this new
coronavirus or other similar coronaviruses are spread by
mosquitoes or ticks. The main way that COVID-19 spreads
is from person to person. See How Coronavirus Spreads for
more information.
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How to Protect Yourself
Am I at risk for COVID-19?
This is a rapidly evolving situation and the risk assessment
may change daily. The latest updates are available on the
CDC’s Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) website and the
WHO’s Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) website.

How many cases have been reported?
COVID-19 case counts for the United States are updated
regularly online. See the current U.S. case count of
COVID-19. For world statistics by individual country, go
to https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novelcoronavirus-2019/situation-reports/.

How can I help protect myself?
Visit the COVID-19 Prevention and Treatment page to learn
about how to protect yourself from respiratory illnesses, like
COVID-19. The CDC recommends that everyone do their part
to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:
▶ CDC is recommending the use of a cloth face covering to

keep people who are infected but do not have symptoms
from spreading COVID-19 to others.
▶ The cloth face cover is meant to protect other people in

case you are infected.
▶ The cloth face coverings recommended are not surgical

masks or N-95 respirators. Medical face masks are critical
supplies that should be reserved for healthcare workers
and other first responders, as recommended by CDC.

COVID-19 Information

▶ The cloth face cover is not a substitute for social

distancing.
▶ CDC continues to recommend that people try keep about

6 feet between themselves and others.

What should I do if I have had close contact with
someone who has COVID-19?
There is information for people who have had close contact
with a person confirmed to have, or being evaluated for,
COVID-19 available online.

Does the CDC recommend the use of facemask or face
coverings to prevent COVID-19?
In light of new data about how COVID-19 spreads, along with
evidence of widespread COVID-19 illness in communities
across the country, CDC recommends that people wear a
cloth face covering to cover their nose and mouth in the
community setting. This is an additional public health
measure people should take to reduce the spread of
COVID-19 in addition to (not instead of) social distancing,
frequent hand cleaning and other everyday preventive
actions. A cloth face covering is not intended to protect the
wearer, but may prevent the spread of virus from the wearer
to others. This would be especially important in the event
that someone is infected but does not have symptoms. A
cloth face covering should be worn whenever people must
go into public settings (grocery stores, for example). Medical
masks and N-95 respirators are reserved for healthcare
workers and other first responders, as recommended by
current CDC guidance.
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Potential Pandemic Impacts on Facilities

POTENTIAL PANDEMIC
IMPACTS ON FACILITIES
T H E POT EN T I A L IM PACTS
ARE CAT EG OR IZ E D AS
FOLL OW S :

16 Employee and Building Tenant
17 Supply Chain
17 Critical Infrastructure
19 Social

A pandemic will have several impacts on people, businesses, and even
the fabric of our society. The following is a general listing of such effects;
clearly it is not all inclusive. Note that as of the publication of this manual
(April 2020), many of these have already occurred. Factor this into your
planning and response.

Employee and Building Tenant Impacts
▶ An employee absenteeism rate of 25 to 50 percent can be expected
▶ Social distancing strategies and work-from-home policies may cause

buildings to be empty or with minimal employees/tenants
▶ Employees may show reluctance to use public transportation or work in

the vicinity of other people
▶ Public transportation may be cut back or even halted, requiring

alternate forms of transportation
▶ Employees are likely to be overwhelmed with personal concerns during

a pandemic; expectations about employees’ capacity to work may be
vastly over-estimated
▶ Even if government agencies have not imposed travel restrictions,

employees are likely to show a reluctance to travel
▶ During a pandemic, use of Employee Assistance Programs can be

expected to increase
▶ Employees with chronic diseases or pre-existing health conditions are at

greater risk and may require special accommodations
▶ Building occupants may assume that access attendants or security

guards will be familiar with pandemic protection measures; they should
be prepared to provide basic information or refer people to the correct
information source
▶ Building occupants may expect that FM employees will provide

protective equipment and cleaning supplies. Requested supplies may
include: sanitizer, soap or hand cleaner, disinfectant wipes, filtering face
pieces (e.g., N95 type)
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Supply Chain Impacts
▶ Just-in-time suppliers may experience delays or

stoppages; all suppliers may be impacted
▶ Problems experienced by third party logistics providers

may be particularly disruptive
▶ Small, specialized suppliers may suffer a permanent

closure
▶ Alternate suppliers may also suffer pandemic impacts

that limit support capabilities
▶ Shipping and postal/delivery services may be disrupted
▶ Port and/or border closings may impact the supply chain
▶ Excess inventory or working stock may be depleted

rapidly
▶ Suppliers of personnel may suffer higher levels of

disruption

Potential Pandemic Impacts on Facilities

▶ Government agencies and the military may be required

to assist in the delivery of food and supplies and with
medical services
▶ Government agencies may make temporary

accommodation and use of facilities (e.g., hotels,
university dorms and convention centers for homeless or
medical facilities)
HE A LTHCA RE A ND ME DI CA L
▶ Existing healthcare systems across the globe will be

overwhelmed
▶ The ability to diagnose symptoms will be overwhelmed
▶ Healthcare providers will experience shortages of

supplies, medications, tests
▶ Vaccines may not be available for two to six months or

more after a pandemic outbreak
▶ State and local public health agencies may prioritize the

Critical Infrastructure Impacts
G OVE RN MEN T
▶ Government agencies may discontinue providing non-

vital services
▶ Emergency services (fire, police, and emergency medical

services) may be overwhelmed
▶ Government will be responsible for coordinating the

prioritization and distribution of vaccines, antivirals, and
possibly in some cases, medical supplies

distribution of supplies and vaccines to the local population
▶ Hospitals’ inability to handle large numbers of sick may

limit elective or other less critical healthcare needs
▶ Personal protective equipment such as surgical masks

will be in short supply early on and possibly throughout
the pandemic state
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T ELECOM M U N I CATIO NS
▶ The public telephone network may be quickly

overwhelmed
▶ Cellular telephone service may be congested, particularly

with large numbers of people working at home
▶ Absenteeism among telecom workers may delay outage

repairs, new services, and customer services
T RAN S PORTAT I ON
▶ Public transportation will be used very little or may be

halted by government edict
▶ Commercial transportation providers (rail, land, air,

maritime) may experience delays, cutback of services, or
shutdowns
P OWER
▶ Absenteeism among power utility workers may delay

outage repairs, new services, and customer services
FIN AN C E
▶ Markets will decline significantly due to economic

concerns
IN FOR MAT I ON T EC H NO L OGY
▶ Many organizations will implement a work-from-home

(WFH) policy; social distancing strategy and/or directives
may require this action
▶ The internet may be congested due to high volumes of

users; a prioritization scheme may be required to ensure
that vital government and social functions can continue
▶ Company VPNs, web applications, and other remote

access methods may be congested due to high user
volumes
▶ Delays may be experienced in new product installation,

product upgrades, system support, and network repair
▶ Employees may experience difficulties contacting IT

support or accessing IT help-desks
▶ On-site support may be limited due to social distancing

strategy/policies

Potential Pandemic Impacts on Facilities

PO STA L A ND SHI PPI NG
▶ Shipping and freight disruptions may occur
▶ Postal delays can be expected due to transportation

disruption, postal employee shortages, and special mail
handling procedures
▶ Local courier services may be disrupted
▶ Building closures may disrupt tenants’ access to mail
E DU CATI O N
▶ Public and private schools can be expected to be closed

in the early indications of a pandemic
▶ Colleges are expected to close; in some cases, the

campus will be closed to students and staff
SA NI TATI O N SE RVI CE S
▶ Solid and hazardous waste hauling may be disrupted

due to employee absenteeism, special waste-handling
protective measures, and increased volumes of waste
RE TA I L
▶ The early phases of a pandemic may result in runs

on stores and supermarkets for items such as water,
paper products, non-perishable food and goods,
batteries, generators, flashlights, and over-the-counter
medications
▶ Retail services may operate at less-than-normal levels

due to employee absenteeism, supply problems and the
infrastructure disruptions described above
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Potential Pandemic Impacts on Facilities

Social Impacts
▶ The public may place an early and continuing demand on

retail “family preparedness supplies,” such as:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Water
Paper products
Personal hygiene items
Non-perishable food and goods
Batteries
Flashlights
Generators
Non-prescription drugs

▶ In areas where severe illness and deaths occur,

extreme fear may lead to civil unrest, particularly at
medical facilities
▶ Public gathering places such as churches, libraries,

museums, cinemas, restaurants, and retails centers
may close
▶ Imposed quarantines might be ignored
▶ People may be very reluctant to return to work for a

long period of time. On the other hand, some people
may want to return to work before federal/state/local
authority guidelines permit
▶ It is unknown how the public may react to martial law,

if imposed
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FM PANDEMIC RISK FACTORS
AND CONTROL OPTIONS
The following pages present several
facilities-centric pandemic risk
factors and possible control options
for consideration.
FAC I L I T Y RI S K FAC TO R S :

21 Urban Facilities
22 Employee/Tenant
Concentrations
22 Workspace Arrangements and
Employee Proximity
23 Multi-Tenant Offices
23 Ventilation
23 Shared Equipment
24 Common Areas
24 Access to Washrooms/Cleaning
Facilities
25 Deliveries and Visitors
25 Food Service

FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options
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FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options

Urban Facilities

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Buildings located in an urban area will be

more prone to experience the impacts of mass
transportation disruptions or stoppages.
▶ Due to population density, urban areas may be

subject to higher rates of civil disturbance during
a pandemic.
▶ Employees that work in urban areas may be

more reluctant to expose themselves to the large
numbers of people encountered in larger cities.
▶ Mass media will likely focus attention on

larger urban areas, further raising the level of
employees’ concern.
▶ It is likely that larger cities will experience a

pandemic before smaller towns, as they serve as
transportation hubs through which the virus may
be carried.
▶ Urban facilities are likely to be high-rises, meaning

employee use of elevators is high. Close contact in
elevators increases the rate of transmission.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Emphasize employee awareness of pandemic

symptoms, and methods of protecting against the
virus. Promote knowledge to fight fear.
▶ Advise employees to adhere to “cough etiquette”

on elevators, or to take the stairs if feasible.
▶ Advise employees to work remotely (if they are

equipped to do so) to reduce on-site employee
populations.
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FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options

Employee/ Tenant Concentrations

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Higher concentrations of workers in a building will

result in a higher degree of exposure following the
onset of a pandemic.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ To the extent possible, disperse employees to

reduce their concentration. Consider adding shifts
to the workday to limit the number of people
working together.
▶ Advise employees to work remotely (if they are

equipped to do so) to reduce on-site employee
populations.

Workspace Arrangements and Employee Proximity

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Employees working in open spaces are more

likely to transmit the pandemic virus among
the employee population than employees who
work in an area confined to one individual, such
as a single office or work-room. Factory floors,
cubicles, call centers, training centers, retail
centers, medical facilities, and customer service
desks are some examples of areas where social
distancing, or separation between people, should
be emphasized.
▶ Work areas in which employees are in close

proximity will increase the rate of virus
transmission.
▶ The length of time that employees are in proximity

to each other will impact the level of exposure.
▶ Several employees working together in a confined

workspace will also increase exposure if one
employee becomes infected.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Emphasize social distancing and cough etiquette

among employees. Increase the number of shifts
to decrease the proximity between employees.
▶ Consider re-occupying non-used building space

to provide more physical distance between
employees.
▶ Temporarily cease on-site customer services; use

phone or email customer service options instead.
▶ Advise employees to work remotely (if they are

equipped to do so) to reduce on-site employee
populations.
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FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options

Multi-Tenant Offices

R IS K FAC TO R S :

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:

▶ FM personnel are likely to experience more

▶ Pre-identify means of communicating rapidly with

difficulties in communicating in a multi-tenant
facility than if the building is occupied by a single
organization, particularly as multi-tenant office
buildings may not be staffed with on-site FM
personnel. The result may be higher levels of
employee concerns and inquiries.

key tenant stakeholders. Advise them to establish
means of communicating with their employees.
▶ Reduce the probability of conflicting information

by establishing a common point of contact for
facilities-related questions and concerns.

Ventilation

R IS K FAC TO R S :

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:

▶ Poor ventilation in a work area will increase

employee exposure to the pandemic virus.

▶ Increase ventilation by opening windows,

increasing air flow, and ventilating work areas
thoroughly between shifts.
▶ Increase HVAC preventive maintenance cycles

to ensure filters are cleaned and the system is
functioning properly.

Shared Equipment

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Facilities at which employees frequently touch

and share common items such as telephones,
writing instruments, test equipment, hand-tools,
files, books, and computers are subject to an
increased rate of virus transmission.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Educate employees about the means by which the

pandemic virus is transmitted.
▶ Make hand-sanitizers, sanitizing wipes, and other

hygienic supplies readily available to employees.
▶ Instill hygienic practices of wiping down common

surfaces prior to touching them. Limit the contact
with shared items by assigning equipment to
specified individuals.
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FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options

Common Areas

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Buildings with common gathering areas such as

cafeterias, break rooms, training and conference
rooms may incur a higher virus transmission rate
resulting from close employee proximity.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Limit the number of people in a common area at

any given time. Consider closing non-essential
common areas.
▶ Make hand-sanitizers and other hygienic supplies

readily available to employees.
▶ Emphasize social distancing and cough etiquette

among employees.
▶ Suspend discretionary events such as training

sessions and large meetings.
▶ Implement increased cleaning and sanitation

measures. Include the sanitizing of commonly
touched surfaces such as arms on chairs, tabletops,
doorknobs, countertops, and coffee pots.

Access to Washrooms/ Cleaning Facilities

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Controlling the transmission of the pandemic virus

is significantly improved with sanitary practices
among employees. Easy access to washrooms and
sanitary supplies such as hand cleaner, tissues,
and sanitary wipes will contribute to controlling
the spread of viruses.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Make sanitary supplies widely available to

the employee/tenant population. Encourage
employees to frequently wash hands with soap or
hand-cleaner. If possible, add hand-wash stations
or restrooms for employee/tenant use.
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FM Pandemic Risk Factors and Control Options

Deliveries and Visitors

R IS K FAC TO R S :

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:

▶ The frequency of deliveries and visitors to a facility

▶ Limit or prohibit visitor admittance to facilities. Advise

will impact the ability to control the introduction
or spread of a virus. Even if an employee body is
well-disciplined in social distancing, sanitation
practices, and cough etiquette, the presence
of non-employees who are not as disciplined
will present opportunities for exposure to the
pandemic virus.

employees to meet visitors at an off-site location.
▶ Increase access control at open facilities to

prevent entry by non-employees/tenants.
▶ Restrict delivery personnel access to essential areas.
▶ Provide visitors with hand-sanitizer and tissue

travel-packs upon entry to the building. Advise
visitors that they are being given this item because
the facility takes hygiene seriously and cares
about the visitors’ health as well.

Food Service

R IS K FAC TO R S :
▶ Food service areas such as cafeterias and

kitchens present a higher exposure of
viral ingestion by the very nature of food
consumption. Viruses can be transmitted
between or among kitchen staff and patrons,
either directly or indirectly through contact with
infected surfaces. With respect to cafeterias or
other dining facilities, the number of patrons will
directly correlate with the potential for infected
people that can spread the virus. Higher numbers
of patrons also increase the difficulty in building
infection prevention awareness.

CO NTRO L O PTI O NS:
▶ Increase kitchen staff protective gear requirements,

such as requiring all staff to wear filtering face
pieces, smocks, and rubber gloves.
▶ Limit options for patron self-service; restrict food

service to kitchen staff wearing proper protective
equipment.
▶ Eliminate buffet-style or similar service options.
▶ Limit food offerings to pre-wrapped food items that

are safe from being touched by patrons or exposed
to patron sneezes and coughing.
▶ Require kitchen staff to issue flatware and kitchen

utensils to prohibit patrons from touching items
that will be used by others. Otherwise use plasticwrapped kitchen utensils and flatware.
▶ Assign kitchen staff to circulate among patrons to

explain the preventive measures being employed or
post readily visible posters with this information.
▶ Consider closure of food service facilities.
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Pandemic Planning/Preparation

PANDEMIC PLANNING/PREPARATION
In the Planning/Preparation
Phase, organizations and Facility
Managers should consider the
topics detailed in the sections
following.

The Planning Phase for a pandemic should occur prior to pandemic effects being
observed. The pandemic plan, policies, and procedures should be developed
well in advance so that the company is ready, to the extent possible, to deal with
a pandemic. The Preparation Phase occurs when government officials determine
that a pandemic will hit the organization/area. The organization should begin to
launch or establish the procedures and policies determined during the Planning
Phase. For this manual, we combine the two areas.

TOPI C S :

26 Pandemic Policies and
Procedures
28 Contact Lists
29 Critical FM Services
29 Supplies
30 Vital Records

I MPO RTA NT NOTE :

Facility Managers and senior Facilities staff should maintain a log of
events by date/time. In this log they should also record all processes
that worked well and any that need correction. Also critical are any
comments and suggestions for improvement.

31 Employee Training and
Awareness
31 Employee and Customer
Protection

Pandemic Policies and Procedures

32 Critical Organization
Infrastructure

▶ Identify and train back up personnel for key positions – this identification/

32 Crisis Management and Business
Continuity

▶ Determine a skeleton crew by position (minimum staffing)

training process should be implemented down to the supervisor level
▶ Verify the cross-training of personnel; establish a goal of cross training to

assure 100 percent redundancy, i.e., more than one person can assume any
given position in the department
▶ Review if it is possible and beneficial for your department to implement

temporary alternative work schedules. Alternatives could include:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

More hours worked in fewer days (e.g., 10-hour days, four days per week)
Split shifts
Evening hours
Weekend hours
Staggered shifts
Reduced hours for special needs
Remote working/Teleworking/Work-from-home
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▶ Develop a list of who has signature authority for whom

and for what within your department; review this list
and verify that there is at least one person who can sign
for any (or more than one) person who might become ill
for an extended period, then file a copy with the Finance
and Purchasing Departments; discuss the list and its
importance with your staff
▶ Establish methods of quickly communicating with

building occupants/tenants, suppliers, service providers,
and other key personnel
▶ Determine any contractors who might be able to provide

personnel or functional support; develop a list of these
companies, their needed resources, and an estimate
of the number of contract personnel you might need;
the contracting companies should be identified to the
Human Resources/Purchasing/Legal (whichever is
appropriate) representative on the Pandemic Team for
initial discussions concerning availability of resources
▶ Develop a list of retired employees or ex-employees (in

good standing) who would be willing to work temporarily
on a contract basis. Contact them to determine if they
would be available
▶ Update the list of companies (and contacts) that

share buildings, floors, and facilities with organization
employees, in all occupied buildings; these contacts
would be used to confer with each other on pandemic
issues of common concern
▶ Establish policies for authorizing office and building

closure and re-opening

Pandemic Planning/Preparation

▶ Conduct a Facilities Department tabletop drill based

upon running your department with 30 to 40 percent staff
absenteeism; vary the persons who are absent, including
persons not in your department but that might affect
Facilities personnel and response. Address many of the
issues described herein
▶ Establish and maintain periodic contact with landlords

of the organization’s offices; ascertain if they have
a Pandemic Plan (at a minimum, hygiene and
transmission-prevention practices)
▶ Investigate if there are any landlord/tenant issues in

implementing any part of this Pandemic Plan – Issues
may include:
✓ Verifying tenants that share buildings, floors, and
facilities (bathrooms, lunchrooms) have pandemic
plans (at a minimum, hygiene and transmissionprevention)
✓ Posting informational signs in landlord-controlled or
shared areas
✓ Instructions to landlord-provided janitorial staff to
clean bathrooms, lunchrooms, and common areas
more frequently and with anti-bacterial products
✓ Implementing your personal and office hygiene and
transmission-prevention practices on someone else’s
property
▶ Obtain/Post pandemic informational/instructional
signs for:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Bathrooms
Staff lounges
Work areas
Display cases
Shared workspaces
Lunchrooms/Cafeterias
Entry doors: “No Visitors Allowed. Contact X for
further information”
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Pandemic Planning/Preparation

▶ Validate that FM Department personnel know how to re-

route critical phone, fax, and electronic communications
in the event of a telecommunications failure
▶ Place any major projects, upgrades, changes, or

maintenance needs:
✓ On a fast-track to complete them before the pandemic
strikes
✓ On a to-do status while the building is unoccupied
✓ On hold until the pandemic is over
▶ Review your suppliers and supply chain:

✓ If a sole source supplier, determine alternative
suppliers
✓ Review contracts and vendor relationships. What
happens if vendors cannot supply products and
services? What are the consequences? Do alternatives
exist?
✓ Do your suppliers have pandemic (or at least business
continuity) plans? Are they prepared for a pandemic?
✓ Is there a sufficient supply of masks, gloves, gels, etc.
to support a 60-day usage? If not, an order for these
supplies should be assessed

Contact Lists
Facility Managers should develop contact lists
for the following entities. Note that much of this
information should be in your Facilities Department
Business Continuity Plan.
▶ Key Facilities Functions/Staff by Location,

Department, and Name
▶ Company Hotlines and Other Contacts
▶ Crisis Management Team
▶ External Contacts

✓ Fire, Police, EMS
✓ Local Hospitals
▶ Tenants and landlords
▶ Vendors/Suppliers/Contractors

✓ By Service/Product
✓ By Name/Location
✓ Consider including:
— Access Control
— Custodial services
— Electrical/Utilities
— Food Services
— Generator/Transfer Switch/UPS
— HazMat Cleanup
— HVAC Servicing
— Mail/Courier Services
— IT Services and Hardware
— Office Equipment and Supplies
— Plumbing
— Records Archiving
— Recovery Services
— Security System and Services
— Structural Engineering
— Travel Security
— Waste Disposal
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Critical FM Services
Evaluate FM priorities to be invoked in the event of a loss
of several FM staff and many service suppliers. Numbers/
percentages will depend upon the specific pandemic event;
check with the latest government directives and projections.
Consider options for temporarily discontinuing FM functions,
and augmenting highly critical functions. Evaluate all
business-as-usual FM responsibilities and develop a
prioritization list. Consider the following:
▶ Building access system
▶ Building leasing and sales
▶ Building sanitation and custodial services
▶ Building system maintenance
▶ Building systems applications
▶ Damage assessment and repair
▶ Emergency response operations (e.g., building
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

▶

evacuations)
Environment, Health and Safety reporting
Environmental monitoring and reporting
Food services
Grounds maintenance
Information Security
Mail collection and distribution
Monitoring and management of controlled
environments (data centers, clean rooms, server
rooms, PBX rooms)
Monitoring and management of security and life safety
alarms/systems

Pandemic Planning/Preparation

▶ Office space relocation
▶ Physical security and access control
▶ Pollution control and waste management
▶ Tenant communications
▶ Transportation services
▶ Waste management

Supplies
Verify the FM organization has adequate supplies (or access to
adequate quantities) of the following provisions. Determine
who (facility maintenance crews, employees, visitors) will
need what when. Identify storage needs (including lockdown
of supplies) and distribution processes.
▶ Antiseptic hand cleaners or alcohol-based soaps
▶ Antiseptic wipes and tissues
▶ Antiseptic or chlorinated cleaners
▶ Personal protective equipment (face masks, gloves, eye
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

protection, head covers, smocks)
Cleaning equipment consumables
Waste baskets/liners
HEPA Filters for HVAC systems
Bathroom supplies
Breakroom supplies
Common area supplies
Pandemic informational signs
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Vital Records
Specific documents may be required to perform critical FM
functions. These documents may include:
▶ Building and utility schematics
▶ Building lease agreements
▶ Building systems and equipment manuals
▶ Capital assets inventory
▶ Contracts with recovery service providers
▶ Hazardous materials communication books
▶ Instructions for operating special equipment
▶ Insurance records
▶ Lock combinations for storage facilities
▶ Original site blueprints
▶ OSHA archives (USA only)
▶ Real estate titles and other transactional documents
▶ Records verifying regulatory compliance, such as

environmental monitoring and safety records
▶ Security information/resources such as lock

combinations, system login/passwords, and keys
▶ Security inspection logs
▶ Security surveillance tapes
▶ Utility schematics
▶ Vehicle pool keys

Options for storing and later recovering vital records may
include any of the following:
OFF-S I T E DOC U ME NT S TO R AGE

Critical documents may be stored in secure off-site
facilities. These storage facilities should not be subject
to the same local hazards as the facilities from which the
documents originate (e.g., avoid storing documents in a
location that is subject to the same earthquake activity as
the facility of concern). Third parties may be contracted for
this service.
IMAGI N G

Critical documents may be scanned into an electronic
imaging system for storage in the IT infrastructure.
This approach will not be effective if IT disaster
recovery capabilities are limited to data storage at the
facility of concern.

Pandemic Planning/Preparation

RE TRI E VA L FRO M DOCU ME NT SO U RCE
O R RE CI PI E NT

Documents that were generated by a third party or that
were sent to a third party may be recovered by requesting
a copy. In some cases, the third party may charge a fee
for this service. Once vital records have been identified,
Facility Managers should contact third parties to verify
that records can be provided. Facility Managers should
also ensure that all necessary document notarizations and
certifications are undertaken.
DOCU ME NT RE COVE RY

Usually as a last resort, the Facility Managers may desire to
retrieve vital records from an impacted facility. This is not
a preferred method, as there is no guarantee that access
to the building will be granted by responders. However, if
retrieval is possible, the following planning measures are
recommended:
▶ Store the documents in a fireproof environment.
▶ Store the documents in an area that is not subject

to water damage. Consider water damage from
regional flooding, internal flooding from causes
such as water main breaks, and water damage from
deluge sprinkler systems.
▶ Identify the specific location of vital records in the

BC Plan.
▶ Visibly mark the document storage locations with

luminescent stickers or other devices that will enable
recovery personnel to quickly locate the files. Note
that visibility may be limited after a disaster, so visible
indicators should be clear and obvious.
▶ Identify a document recovery contractor that can assist

with document retrieval and recovery. Depending upon
the Facility Manager’s reliance on these documents, it
may be advisable to pre-contract for these services to
guarantee service following a disaster.
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Pandemic Planning/Preparation

Employee Training and Awareness

Employee and Customer Protection

Verify that employees:

Verify/implement:

1.

Are knowledgeable of the use, sanitizing, and disposal
of personal protective equipment (particularly
maintenance and custodial employees)

1. Employees have been trained on pandemic prevention
techniques to include cough etiquette, social distancing,
and personal hygiene practices

2.

Understand social distancing policies and practices

3.

Know how to maintain a safe workplace

4.

Are educated to recognize flu/pandemic symptoms

2. Employees are aware of interim policies specific to the
pandemic and have knowledge of criteria for allowing
previously affected employees back in the workplace

5.

Understand organization procedures for reporting
pandemic-related symptoms

6.

Understand Human Resources policies regarding
pandemic response

7.

Know how to obtain information related to the
pandemic

8.

Have verified that they are able to remotely access
systems, data, and other electronic records as needed

3. Sufficient quantities and types of hygienic products are
available to employees and, as applicable, customers
and visitors:
▶ Soap or hand-cleaner
▶ Disinfectant wipes
▶ Protective masks and gloves

4. Restrictions applicable to non-employees such as
visitors, deliveries, and vendors are in place to limit the
introduction of infected individuals
5. Additional FM system and custodial measures are in
place to reduce the risk of infection, such as more
frequent cleaning and sanitizing of common surfaces
and increased ventilation
6. At-risk employees (those with chronic health conditions)
are working off-site or have adequate separation from
the general employee population
7. Employees have been trained to identify influenza/
pandemic symptoms, and actions to take upon seeing/
experiencing these symptoms
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Critical Organization Infrastructure
Verify/implement:
1. FM has established alternate routing and or redundancy
for critical telecommunications. Key personnel have
been trained on executing these contingencies.
2. FM personnel have verified that adequate network
capacity is available to support large volumes of
employees working remotely, and that necessary
systems can be accessed remotely.
3. FM and IT have collaborated on plans to ensure that
vital IT services will remain functional during periods
of minimal staffing. Non-vital systems and/or hardware
that may not be maintained have been identified.
4. Standby generators have been tested periodically
under the appropriate load. Generators are refueled
after each test.
5. Contracts are in place to ensure priority fuel delivery
in the case of fuel delivery disruptions or long-term,
regional power outages.
6. Transportation service options have been identified
to assist FM employees in getting to work and/or
performing critical functions.
7. If on-site medical services are normally provided,
alternate service providers and locations have been
identified. Instructions for use have been prepared for
communication to the employee population.
8. If 24/7 on-site FM presence is anticipated during a
pandemic, pre-stock non-perishable food and water,
or identify food service providers. Pre-contract as
appropriate. Also consider making arrangements for
employees to sleep onsite or near the site if they are
unable to go home.

Pandemic Planning/Preparation

Crisis Management and
Business Continuity
Verify/implement:
1. The FM Incident Coordinator has been designated to
lead the Facility Department pandemic mitigation,
response, and recovery activities as part of the
organization’s Crisis Management Team
2. Facility Management Business Continuity Plans have
been reviewed and updated
3. Current copies of Crisis Management/Business
Continuity Plans have been distributed to key personnel
4. Designated and key FM employees identified in Business
Continuity Plans have been trained/refreshed on their
roles and responsibilities
5. A communications plan has been developed to ensure
that all key individuals are involved in and are aware of
pandemic-related decision-making
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Pandemic Response

PANDEMIC RESPONSE
These specific topics are addressed
in the following sections.
TOPI C S :

34 General Strategies for Resuming
FM Work Functions
35 Communications
36 Facility Cleaning and Disinfecting
39 Building Systems
40 Site Access Restrictions and
Closure
41 Supply Chain Management
41 Critical Vendor and Supplier
Strategies
41 Vital Records Recovery

During the Response Phase, the pandemic procedures, policies, and
measures are in effect. FM leaders must monitor the impact of the
pandemic on your organization, its operations, and its services. Response
will be flexible as required. In general:
▶ Continue Facilities Pandemic Team meetings/monitoring/decisions/

priorities that FM leadership has established, adjusting as necessary.
▶ Continue Crisis Management Team attendance/coordination. Senior

leadership in the organization’s Crisis Management Team and FM
structure is being kept appraised of control strategies, impacts, response
activities, and other appropriate information.
▶ Implement/continue staffing options and policies

✓ Remote working/Teleworking/Work-from-home
✓ Cross-shared responsibilities
✓ Contractors and retirees
▶ Monitor suppliers/providers and customers for trends
▶ Continue prevention policies/actions/practices – monitor and adjust as

necessary
▶ Provide employees with department updates weekly, if not daily
▶ Offer/provide counseling to employees as needed
▶ Inventory supplies weekly to verify adequate stocks
▶ Verify that security and safety measures continue for employees that are

working at alternate worksites

I MPO RTA NT NOTE :

Facility Managers and senior Facilities staff should maintain a log of
events by date/time. In this log they should also record all processes
that worked well and any that need correction. Also critical are any
comments and suggestions for improvement.
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General Strategies for Resuming
FM Work Functions
If FM employees performing critical functions cannot access
their normal work location, consider the following strategies:
ESTAB L I SH FAC I L ITY M A NAGE M E NT M UTUA L
AID CA PA BI LI T I ES

Facility Management groups or departments that perform
like or similar functions at multiple locations may provide
mutual support by re-directing work to one another. Rerouting voice and data communications may be required.
Internal and external organizations that interface with the
impacted department should be notified if work is re-directed
to another location.
ESTAB L I SH REMOTE O R WO R K - F R O M - H O ME
CAPA BI LI T I ES

FM employees having access to critical systems using remote
access such as VPN or internet access to web applications
may be able to perform work functions from home or other
locations. This option may rely upon employee discipline
in taking laptops and remote security tokens home from
work on a routine basis, VPN capacity, the ability to remotely
access the internet, and other technology constraints.

Pandemic Response

E STA BLI SH WO RK CA PA BI LI TI E S AT AN
A LTE RNATE FACI LI TY

In some cases, work-groups can be re-established at another
location within the organization. This option is constrained
by available workspace in other buildings, the geographic
proximity of other buildings, and employees’ ability to travel
to other buildings. This option is usually considered if an
extended building disruption is expected.
CO NTRACT A LTE RNATE WO RK CA PAB ILIT IES AT
A THI RD PA RTY FACI LI TY

In the absence of workspace at another building within the
organization, the use of a third party workspace may be
purchased. Types of third parties include mobile workspace
providers, hotels, conference centers, community colleges/
universities, businesses with excess capacity, and others. This
option may be attractive if the use of another building within
the organization is not viable, and the third party workspace
will avoid the need for employee travel.
TE MPO RA RI LY O U TSO U RCE CRI TI CA L FM WOR K
FU NCTI O NS TO THI RD PA RTI E S

A temporary option for continuing critical FM work functions
may be to contract with external providers to perform those
functions for a period of time. The viability of this approach
will depend on cost and on the ability to identify resources
with appropriate expertise.
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Communications
▶ Continue necessary communications with building

tenants on items such as:
✓ Control measures (e.g., social distancing, cough
etiquette, hand-washing, use of sanitary wipes,
and similar items)
✓ Instructions on obtaining hygiene and sanitation
supplies
✓ Building closures and/or access restrictions
✓ Temporary protocols applicable to managing
visitors, deliveries, and others as appropriate
✓ Changes in Facility Management policies and
practices (i.e., certain routine functions may be
suspended, while others may occur specifically to
control virus transmission – employees should be
aware of the changes)
✓ Other relevant procedures to be followed by
building occupants
✓ Sources of more information
▶ Continue to communicate frequently with

employees in all phases of the pandemic. Provide
routine updates. Use multiple communications
methods (third party mass communication system,
web conference applications, voicemail, internal
website, email, flyers, posters, and briefings).

Pandemic Response

▶ Evaluate the need to issue messages in languages

other than English.
▶ Inform senior leadership (specific to FM, the

overall organization, and the site) of FM plans and
strategies.
▶ Remain cognizant of HIPAA (United States Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996)
limitations on communicating specific medical
conditions.
▶ Provide employees with a mechanism of giving

feedback or expressing concerns that can be used by
FM to improve processes during a pandemic.
▶ Instruct employees to refer media inquiries to a

central contact in the appropriate Media Relations,
Public Relations, or Corporate Communications
department.
▶ Contact organizations in the FM supply chain to

assess impacts and forecast potential delays or
disruptions.
▶ If supply chain disruptions are anticipated,

contact alternate providers and evaluate support
capabilities. Establish support contracts as
appropriate.
▶ If Business Continuity Plans are invoked, notify

vendors, suppliers, contractors, business partners,
and other critical third parties of any changes in
business functions, locations, support needs, and
communications protocols.
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Facility Cleaning and Disinfecting
G ENERA L FAC I LI TIE S INF O R M ATIO N
▶ Viruses may live on hard surfaces for possibly days.

Evaluate and implement measures to minimize the
transmission of the virus through environmental
sources, specifically hard surfaces. Check with Health
Department and medical officials for the optimal
materials/methods/practices. These may change
over time.
▶ Train custodial personnel on flu/pandemic transmission

methods.
▶ Establish standards for use of personal protective

equipment. Train all custodial employees on the proper
use and disposal of personal protective equipment.
▶ As frequently as practical, clean hard surfaces that

are commonly touched by employees with a neutral
detergent followed by a disinfectant solution. NOTE:
These are general guidelines. Follow federal and local
Health Department instructions.
▶ Hard surfaces may include:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Handrails
Doorknobs/handles
Elevator buttons
Sinks and faucets

Pandemic Response

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Countertops
Windowsills
Light switches
Equipment controls
Cabinet and file drawer knobs/handles
Vending machines
Chair arms
Copier/printer/fax control buttons

▶ Provide disinfectant soap in all bathrooms and break

areas. Encourage employees to wash hands frequently
(several times per day).
▶ Provide sanitizing/disinfecting wipes to all departments

and encourage employees to frequently (several times
per day) sanitize surfaces that they are in contact with.
Emphasize sanitation of items that are used close to
the face, such as telephones, smartphones, hands-free
microphones, radios, hard-hats, and similar items.
▶ Place sanitizing/disinfecting wipes in company vehicles

with reminders to wipe down steering wheels, knobs,
and gearshifts before and after use.
▶ Use hand-held black lights and phosphorescent powder

to detect viral and bacterial residues. Check with local
health authorities.
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DIN IN G ROOM S A ND CA F E TE R IAS

Follow the sanitation measures described above. Consider
the following temporary measures to reduce the potential for
virus transmission:
▶ Place a sanitation station at the entrance to the dining

facility. Require patrons to use alcohol-based cleaner or
sanitary wipes prior to entering the facility.
▶ Reduce patron concern by posting information

summarizing the steps that the food service facility
is taking, why, and what individuals can do to reduce
pandemic transmission (clean hands routinely, cough
etiquette, social distancing). Assign a management
employee to circulate among patrons at the dining
facility to answer questions or concerns.
▶ Replace silverware with plastic wrapped, disposable

eating utensils.
▶ Offer only food items that are individually packaged.
▶ Suspend offering buffet line items that are open to

employees and typically protected only by a sneeze
guard. Alternatively, place buffet items behind a serving
counter and assign cafeteria staff to serve the items
rather than allowing self-serve.
▶ Suspend offering items that are prepared off-site under

conditions that are not monitored by the company.
▶ Suspend offering items that are not cooked and are

not pre-packaged (e.g., salads, fruits, raw vegetables,
uncooked sandwiches, bakery items, and so forth).
▶ Place trays, cups, coffee mugs, plates, and other items

normally openly accessible to patrons in a secure area.
Do not allow patrons access to these items until issued
on an individual basis. Ensure the cafeteria workers
issuing these items are wearing rubber gloves and masks.
▶ Assign cafeteria personnel to continuously sanitize hard

surfaces that are commonly touched by patrons.
▶ Identify triggers indicating temporary closure of the

cafeteria is appropriate:
✓ News of pandemic transmission at other food service
facilities.
✓ High levels of employee concern about pandemic
transmission at the food service facility.
✓ Limited use of the facility by patrons.
✓ Very low availability of cafeteria staff.

Pandemic Response

CO MME RCI A L K I TCHE NS/ FOO D PRE PAR AT ION
A RE AS

Evaluate and implement appropriate options contained
in Dining Rooms and Cafeterias. In addition, consider the
following options:
▶ Train all kitchen employees on pandemic transmission

and prevention measures.
▶ Require the use of rubber gloves, paper food service

masks, smocks, and headgear by ALL food preparers at
ALL times in the kitchen.
▶ Arrange for clothing worn by kitchen staff to be washed

nightly.
▶ Frequently sanitize food preparation items (pots,

pans, knives, cutting boards, and similar items). Soak
implements in a bleach solution for 30 minutes (1 cup
[250 ml] or 5.25 percent unscented household bleach to
5 gallons (20 liters) of water) or as recommended by local
health authorities.
▶ Ensure delivery of food items is monitored closely

to ensure kitchen contamination does not occur.
Alternatively, do not allow delivery personnel in the
kitchen.
▶ Cutting boards that are pitted, cracked or otherwise in

poor condition should be discarded.
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Pandemic Response

BATHROOM S

GE NE RA L SU PPLI E S

Evaluate and implement appropriate options contained
above. In addition, consider the following options:

Obtain adequate stock of hygiene and sanitation supplies,
such as:

▶ Consider installation of motion-sensor activated soap

dispensers, toilet flushers, paper towel dispensers, and
sink faucets.
▶ On all bathroom doors, place reminders of the

importance of hand washing and attention to hygiene.
▶ Ensure all bathrooms are adequately stocked with

sanitizing soap and hand towels. These will be depleted
rapidly by employees and will require replenishing more
often than normal.
▶ Frequently wipe down bathroom faucet knobs and

fixtures.
▶ Increase the frequency at which wastepaper is collected

and disposed of.

▶ Neutral detergents (i.e., bleach)
▶ Disinfectants
▶ Hand sanitizer
▶ Disinfecting/sanitizing wipes
▶ Tissues
▶ Rubber gloves
▶ N95 face masks
SU PPLY DI STRI BU TI O N

Provide antibacterial hand washing solutions such as hand
sanitizers and sanitary wipes in all common areas, such as:
▶ Central locations within work areas
▶ Break rooms
▶ Bathrooms
▶ Lobbies
▶ Copy rooms
▶ Cafeterias
▶ Waiting rooms
▶ Training rooms
▶ Outside elevators
▶ Loading docks
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Building Systems
Because the virus is transmitted through droplets carrying
the virus, the building system of concern is primarily
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC).

N OT E:

Persons working on building systems can carry
and transmit the virus. Therefore, FMs should
require that all building system employees and
contractors receive pandemic prevention training.
Appropriate personal protective equipment
should be made available.

HVAC
▶ HVAC systems should continue running, increasing

the amount of outside air and reducing the amount of
recirculated air. Alternatively, increase ventilation in the
workplace by opening windows, if applicable.
▶ Increase the frequency at which air-handling device

filters are replaced and implement a coil cleaning
protocol to improve indoor air quality.
▶ Consider using HEPA air filters to improve air quality.

Pandemic Response

The objective is to mitigate the potential risks of a building’s
HVAC system being exposed to Coronavirus (COVID-19) and
other pathogens. The process should be designed as follows:
▶ First, execute a deep clean to prepare the building and

remove the existing biofilm and blockages within the
coils using enzymes and disinfectants.
▶ Next, execute shorter follow up treatments every four to

six weeks, depending on a building’s requirements.
It is recommended to use a hospital-type disinfectant, like
the powerful disinfectant Chlorine Dioxide (CIO2), that is
effective against human coronavirus (ATCC VR-740). CIO2 is
a well-known and highly effective disinfectant used to kill
viruses, bacteria, and fungi such as Coronavirus, Rhinovirus,
Staphylococcus Aureus, and MRSA. The use of these
disinfectants combined with enzymes creates a unique and
effective formulation for removing biofilms ensuring the
elimination of microbial growths while also improving the
HVAC energy performance.
A L A RMS

Assess your alarm notification process. Understand who
receives alarms: which employees have access to HVAC
system alarms? What if they get sick or are otherwise
unavailable? What is the backup process – are backup
personnel identified and notified? What if backup is not
receiving the alarm? Where are passwords stored; who has
access to them?

CLEANI N G A N D D IS INF E CTING H VAC CO ILS

Because a building’s HVAC system continuously recirculates
the air through coils, a significant risk exists for pathogens
to take root deep within these coils. Coil cleaning needs to
be performed periodically and routinely utilizing a process
that makes it possible to penetrate entirely through the heat
transfer coils resulting in delivering near perfect surface
area coverage. This makes it possible to both remove these
biofilms and kill any pathogens that may be present within
the coils or underneath them.
Cleaning and disinfecting HVAC heat transfer coils is a
proven approach to improving a facility’s indoor air quality
and energy efficiency. This process and protocols must be
designed to remove the biofilm growths that often form
deep inside the coils of the HVAC system, thereby eliminating
potential breeding areas for viruses, bacteria, and fungi.

Power
While a pandemic is not expected to lead to power outages,
a pandemic will impact power company staffing levels, and
if an outage does occur, the response timeframe may be
delayed.
Proactive testing of the stand-by generator will help
ensure power availability to the site. Fuel levels in stand-by
generators should be periodically checked, and tanks should
be filled after each test.
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Site Access Restrictions and Closure
▶ It may be appropriate to restrict visitors and other non-

employees from entering facilities. Notify Site Security
of all third-party service providers/vendors that are
authorized access to the facility during a site closure or
when access is restricted.
▶ If a site closure is deemed appropriate, coordinate the

closure with Site Security, executive leadership, and
corporate communications. Reduce misinformation
and speculation by communicating with other company
locations about the circumstances of the closure.
▶ Establish communications protocols for notifying

employees when a building will be closed as well as
re-opened.
▶ Identify any prerequisites to be met by employees and

third-party service providers/vendors prior to entering
closed or restricted access sites:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Medical evaluations
Vaccinations (if available)
Self-health assessment questionnaire
Personal protective equipment use

Pandemic Response

▶ Notify personnel and third-party service providers/

vendors of any prerequisites prior to entering a closed or
restricted site.
▶ Identify access control support that can be provided from

remote locations.
▶ Ensure all entrances to the affected facility can be

effectively secured. Access to the facility should come
through the main entrance only.
▶ Direct all incoming and outgoing personnel through

the main entrance of the facility to assist in access
monitoring.
▶ Ensure documentation of all visitors and personnel into

and out of the facility, including:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Name
Company
Time entered
Time exited
Completion of facility entrance prerequisites
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Pandemic Response

Supply Chain Management

Critical Vendor and Supplier Strategies

Verify or continue implementing:

If a vendor, supplier, or contractor cannot provide support to
the performance of a critical function, consider the following
strategies:

1. Evaluate ongoing or potential supply shortages
resulting from the pandemic
2. Evaluate the effects of transportation disruptions
on the supply chain
3. Verify, as appropriate, excess stock of necessary
supplies has been ordered, received, and stored in
a secure location
4. Assess pandemic impacts to suppliers and
estimate ongoing supply chain shortages
5. Identify alternate sources of critical supplies and
services
6. Execute contracts with alternate suppliers
7. Establish arrangements for 24/7 communications
with critical suppliers

▶ Alternate suppliers. Identify other third parties that can

provide like products or services. Establish contracting
mechanisms prior to a disruption to expedite the
procurement process.
▶ Service-level agreements (SLAs). Negotiate or purchase

acceptable service levels that may be invoked in the
event of a disaster. SLAs may include 24/7 emergency
communications, service priority, and minimum
response times.

Vital Records Recovery
Options for recovering vital records depend upon the vital
record storage strategy as implemented in the Planning/
Preparedness Phase. These included:
▶ Off-site document storage
▶ Imaging
▶ Retrieval from document source or recipient
▶ Document recovery
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Pandemic Recovery

PANDEMIC RECOVERY
These topics are addressed in the
following sections.
TOPI C S :

42 General Principles for Returning
to Normal Operations
46 Building/Office Reopening
Considerations
46 Facility Department Recovery
Actions
47 Site Safety and Security
47 Operations and Maintenance of
Essential Building Systems
47 Pollution Control and
Environmental Monitoring

Eventually the pandemic will pass, and life should return to
normal or– more likely– it will be life as modified: The New Normal.
During the pandemic response, FM senior staff should keep an eye
on eventual recovery.
During the Recovery Phase, the organization will begin to relax the
procedures and policies determined during the Planning/Preparation and
Response Phases. Business practices will eventually return to normal.
The Pandemic Team will develop and implement a Recovery Plan to
return the company to normal working operations. Note that in some
cases, a new or revised policy or process may become incorporated into
normal company practices.

General Principles for Returning to
Normal Operations
Recommended Recovery Phase Actions
▶ Monitor absences and concerns

47 Alternate Work Location Support

▶ Prepare facilities/offices for return/reopening

48 Building Sanitation

▶ Return to normal staffing and workload

48 Mail Services

▶ Relax pandemic policies; return to normal company policies or

48 Branch Office Support
Considerations
49 Delayed/Stopped Capital or
Construction Projects
49 Post-Event Review and
Action Plan

modified policies
▶ Implement new employee pandemic prevention recommendations
▶ Implement Pandemic Response Action Plan recommendations
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Six Readiness Essentials
1. Prepare the Building: cleaning plans, pre-return
inspections, HVAC and Mechanicals checks
2.

Prepare the Workforce: mitigating anxiety, policies for
deciding who returns, employee communications

3.

Control Access: protocols for safety and health checks,
building reception, shipping and receiving, elevators,
visitor policies

4.

Create a Social Distancing Plan: decreasing density,
schedule management, office traffic patterns

5.

Reduce Touch Points and Increase Cleaning:
open doors, clean desk policy, food plan, cleaning
common areas

6.

Communicate for Confidence: recognize the fear
in returning, communicate transparently, listen and
survey regularly

During the Planning/Preparation and Response phases,
it was strongly recommended that Facility Managers and
senior Facilities staff should maintain a log of events by
date/time. In this log they should also record all processes
that worked well and any that need correction. Also critical
are any comments and suggestions for improvement.
During the Recovery phase, someone must be assigned to
gather the pandemic paperwork generated and compile the
improvement items and recommendations into a Post-Event
Review Report and an Action Plan.

Pandemic Recovery

Issues to Consider/Monitor
▶ Monitor, assess, and follow federal and local government

re-opening guidance. In several countries, re-opening
of commerce, transportation, businesses, etc., will be
implemented on a phase-in or transition-in basis. Your
business may be on the initial re-entry list or perhaps the
last-to-open list.
▶ Under government guidance, re-opening will most

likely include phases (guidance that is applicable to a
set of circumstances; guidelines become more relaxed
as the phase increases) with gates (criteria that must
be satisfied before moving on to the next phase). Again,
monitor the government guidelines.
▶ A significant part of re-opening will most likely be facility

disinfection. Not only will you need to do this, you may
need local health department guidance, inspection,
and certification. Determine and factor these into your
recovery plans. Include strategies to accomplish this
effort yourselves or via a third-party vendor.
▶ Another significant part of re-opening will most likely be

employee testing for a period following re-opening. You
may need local health department guidance, inspection,
and certification. Determine and factor this into your
recovery plans. Include plans to purchase test kits,
analysis, and interpret results. Have policies in place
for employees whose test results range from clean, to
recovered, to infected.
▶ Social distancing will probably remain in place for an

extended period after re-opening. Be able to provide
masks, sanitizer, disinfecting wipes, etc. Post signs as
appropriate.
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Pandemic Recovery

1

All staff still wear
facemasks

2

Most of the staff
wear facemasks,
a few do not

3

A few of the staff
wear facemasks,
a few do not

4

None of the staff
wear facemasks

MASK CON F U S IO N:

Consider this situation: Local government has lifted
the facemask requirement. As staff and contractors
report back to work, you notice the following in
various areas and departments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All staff still wear facemasks
Most staff wear facemasks, a few do not
A few staff wear facemasks, most do not
None of the staff wear facemasks

If all staff or no staff wear facemasks, consistency
reigns and no difficulties should result. However,
there may be a problem with the outliers in scenarios
#2 and #3. In #2, the few might be considered
reckless and viro-dangerous. They might be treated
differently, criticized, and possibly shunned. In #3,
those few who do wear facemasks may also be

treated differently, criticized, and possibly shunned
for fear they might have the virus. Consider if you
are in a restaurant and all staff wear facemasks, you
think it is a good sign of caution. If only one or two
waiters wear a facemask, you may ask yourself “why
only them?” This may also apply if some departments
wear facemasks, but others do not.
Although this issue belongs in the Human Resources
domain, it will impact your staff and contractors. FMs
could require all contract cleaning staff or all cafeteria
workers (for example) to wear facemasks for some
duration. If that is your policy, you must so inform the
organization – and later when you relax it.
Work with HR and your vendors; address this issue
before staff return to work.

Actions
▶ Develop and follow a defined schedule to manage the

return to normal operations. An example Facilities
Recovery Plan Template is shown on the next page.
▶ All staff members and impacted tenants, contractors,

etc., should be aware of the schedule. Still, be flexible
and announce changes as necessary.
▶ Inform all branch offices of the return to normal

schedule.
▶ Be very deliberate about returning to normal operations

to enable supervisors to verify that functions can be
performed effectively. Avoid the temptation to rush
the process in order to restore normalcy; missteps will
cause confusion.

▶ Maintain elevated staffing levels while returning to

normal operations, during the transition period the FM
staff may be performing functions using both normal and
alternate processes.
▶ Validate that systems are fully functional before ceasing

manual contingencies.
▶ Communicate appropriately, internally, and externally

when return-to-normal operations are complete.
▶ Remind all FM employees to save hard copy records

that are created during a system disruption. Records
should be saved until data can be entered into
appropriate systems.
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Example Facilities Recovery Plan Template
Modify/prioritize as needed. There may be more granular items under a given policy/action.
POL I C Y/ AC T I O N
Building(s)
Security (site) established/operational
Security (building) established/operational
Utilities inspected/operational
Fire/Life/Safety systems inspected/operational
Buildings and areas disinfected/inspected
Work/common areas disinfected/inspected
HVAC system inspected/operational
Environmental systems inspected/operational
Janitorial services established/in place
Mail service returned to normal
Food service areas cleaned/inspected
Food service areas restocked and ready
Employee space allocated/restricted
Signs posted (Safety, social distancing, etc.)
Supplies restocked/available
Contractors available/in place
EM PL OYEES
Employee counseling available
Employee testing available
Social distancing policies developed
Personal protection supplies/practices in place
At-work policies verified/revised
Work at home policies verified/revised
Absence policies modified
Social distancing practices implemented
Travel policy implemented
Visitors policy implemented
FAC I L I T I ES D E PA R TM E NT
Contact lists updated
Out-sourced functions available/in place
Facilities hotline in place
Web pages update schedule established
Vendors/supply chain re-established
Vital records secured/available
Supplies restocked/available
OT H ERS TO B E D E TE R M INE D

TA RGE T DATE

STATU S
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Building/Office Reopening
Considerations
▶ Common areas and equipment have been

thoroughly sanitized.
▶ Sanitation and hygiene supplies have been re-stocked.
▶ Normal FM functions that had been suspended

are reinstated.
▶ Building occupants are informed of any new FM

procedures that may impact them.
▶ Third-party vendors and suppliers have been notified

regarding when normal operations will be resumed.
▶ Employees have been notified of the return to normal

policies if special policies have been instituted.
▶ Support services are available for FM employees that are

reluctant to travel after restrictions have been lifted; or
other remote work options are available.
▶ FM managers should consider that employees may face

long-term personal and family care issues that impact or
limit work capacity.
▶ Counseling or other types of support should be made

available to help FM employees overcome reluctance to
return to the workplace.

Pandemic Recovery

Facility Department Recovery Actions
▶ Develop a building re-entry and recovery plan for

each building/facility. You may have to set up a
Facility Recovery Team to gather information, assess
the situation, assign priorities, implement the plan,
track completion status, and report successes, and
problem areas.
▶ Consider setting up a facilities hotline, website, and

social media account for employees to access the latest
information on Facilities status and expectations.
▶ Assess the extent of damage to site operations.
▶ Evaluate staffing levels required to accomplish

functions listed above. Adjust staffing schedules, as
appropriate.
▶ Shift staffing levels from unaffected buildings, as

necessary. Cease non-vital functions to free up staff,
if required.
▶ Engage external support, as required.
▶ Contact essential service providers to determine

availability or to request additional support. Contact
alternate service providers, if necessary.
▶ Notify the Corporate FM staff - if applicable - of the

situation (what happened, impacts, anticipated
duration of the impacts). Request support, as
appropriate.
▶ If necessary, establish an off-site location from which

FM operations will be managed if the campus cannot
be accessed. Use office space in an unaffected building
on the campus, if available. Displace non-vital business
functions, if necessary. Re-route telephone numbers to
the alternate site.
▶ Inform all off-duty staff members of the situation

and provide appropriate work instructions. Establish
communications protocols to stay in contact with all
staff members and to provide situation updates.
▶ If appropriate, communicate with campus tenants

to provide basic situational information and
instructions for receiving further updates. Assign tenant
communications to an FM staff member, if appropriate.
▶ Update the Facilities hotline, website, and social media

account messages on a periodic basis.
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Site Safety and Security
▶ Notify office campus occupants if safety and/or

security systems have been disrupted (coordinate
communications with FM Director). Provide interim
safety/security instructions. Institute necessary work
restrictions. Post access control personnel to prevent
entry into hazardous or unauthorized areas.
▶ Validate that critical safety and security technologies are

working (systems, video surveillance, badge readers);
request technical support, as necessary.
▶ Confirm that fire, security, and life safety monitoring

capabilities are functioning properly and are manned by
qualified personnel.
▶ Ensure personnel resources are available to provide

necessary access control.
▶ Ensure safety programs are being adhered to throughout

recovery activities.
▶ If requested, re-establish medical services at an off-site

location, or engage contracted medical support.
▶ Initiate an incident log to track and record injuries and

illnesses related to the event.
▶ Evaluate opportunities to adjust air handling and/or

ventilation systems to improve air quality or to control
the spread of contaminants.

Operations and Maintenance
of Essential Building Systems
▶ Evaluate the status of commercial power; work with

electrical contractor and public utilities to fix problems.
▶ Monitor the emergency standby generator(s) for proper

functionality, fuel levels, load capacity, etc.
▶ Monitor HVAC systems for proper functionality.

Pandemic Recovery

Pollution Control and
Environmental Monitoring
Work with the Environment, Health and Safety staff to:
▶ Validate that air, water and solid/hazardous waste

pollution control equipment and computer systems are
functioning properly.
▶ If pollution control equipment is not functioning,

coordinate with Operations to shut down or alter
manufacturing processes.
▶ Inspect chemical and hazardous materials storage

locations to ensure that spills, discharges, or emissions
have not occurred.
▶ Notify proper agencies if monitoring lapses, permit

violations, or reporting delays are anticipated.
▶ Issue communications if reporting process changes are

necessary.
▶ Notify proper regulatory agencies if delays are

anticipated.
▶ Continue reporting as soon as possible.
▶ Save records or evidence that relates to unusual

emissions or discharges.

Alternate Work Location Support
▶ If appropriate, coordinate with building tenants to

assist with identifying and leasing/purchasing alternate
workspace. To the extent possible, utilize unoccupied
campus workspace. (This support is usually limited to
internal employees, not third-party tenants.)Identify
a primary and an alternate contact for each tenant
group or department. Communicate information about
alternate workspace needs and relocation schedules
with these contacts only.

Coordinate with the Safety and Security Manager
on HVAC adjustments necessary to improve health
conditions.

▶ Assist in coordinating transportation and access to the

▶ Validate that water, wastewater, and natural gas lines

staff member to monitor the group’s needs, and to
provide updates regarding the move back to the
normal work location.

have not been damaged and are functioning properly.
▶ Confirm that building systems are working properly in

controlled environments (data centers, server rooms,
PBXs, clean rooms, etc.).

alternate work location.
▶ Following workspace relocation, assign an FM
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Building Sanitation
▶ Coordinate with the Safety and Security Manager to

evaluate special sanitation/custodial needs on the
campus. Re-assign staff or contractors as needed.
▶ Evaluate the need for PPE or special supplies.
▶ Emphasize the sanitation of restrooms, cafeterias,

training rooms, and other common areas.

Pandemic Recovery

Branch Office Support Considerations
Work with the Environment, Health and Safety staff to:
▶ Notify FM departments at all branch offices of

limitations or changes in corporate FM support
capabilities, or changes in other Corporate FM
procedures that impact branch offices.
▶ Provide Corporate FM support to branch offices

including the functions listed below:

Mail Services
▶ Identify an alternate site for mail collection and

distribution. Notify USPS or other couriers of
alternate location.
▶ Notify company management and building tenants of

alternate mail processing procedures/instructions.
▶ As required by the nature of the event, initiate special

mail handling procedures, such as:
✓ Use of PPE (protective gowns, rubber gloves, N95
masks, eye protection).

✓ Central security/fire/life safety monitoring and alarm
response.
✓ Central monitoring of power and environmental
conditions at data centers, server rooms, clean rooms,
and other locations with sensitive equipment.
✓ Facility trouble reports and maintenance or repair
dispatching.
✓ Liaison with commercial property agencies and/or
landlords.
✓ Real estate sales and leasing services.

✓ Suspicious package identification, handling, and
reporting.

✓ Corporate EHS operations, expertise, data collection,
and reporting.

✓ X-ray scanning of packages.

✓ Site security and investigations staffing and operations.
✓ Employee communications (e.g., security alerts,
facilities alerts, and travel advisories).
✓ Office furnishing, equipment, and hardware purchasing
or leasing.
✓ Centralized FM contractor management and oversight.
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Delayed/Stopped Capital or
Construction Projects
Working with the appropriate departments, determine
the status of capital or construction projects that were
halted because of the pandemic. Departments may
include engineering, construction, facilities, environment
and health, finance, legal, operations, human resources,
and communications. It is possible that local and state
governments might need to be consulted. Each project will
need a review as to its current status, what it will take to
get the project started and moving, possible completion
schedule, expected problems, and financial ramifications.
For each project, develop a statement of justification for
continuing, delaying, or even cancelling the project.

Pandemic Recovery

Post-Event Review and Action Plan
The pandemic will eventually pass. During the event you
should start to prepare for the post-pandemic evaluation
and future upgrades. Then after the event you need to
conduct critiques, compile the Lessons Learned, develop
the Action Plan, and upgrade the plans, facilities, and
supplies, as determined. The chart below provides an
outline of these tasks:
▶ Conduct In-Incident Reviews
▶ Conduct a Post-Incident Critique
▶ Gather All Relevant Documents and Files
▶ Conduct Individual Interviews
▶ Develop and Issue the Facilities Post-Pandemic Action Plan
▶ Update Plans, Procedures, Facilities, Supplies, etc.
▶ Prepare for The Next One

Pandemic Post Review Plan
TASK
CONDUCT IN-INC I D ENT R EV I EW S During the response, if the time and opportunity present

themselves, talk with available individuals to discuss what is going well, what is not, and what improvements
could/should be made. Document all comments.
CONDUCT A PO ST- I NC I D ENT C R I TI Q U E Assemble participants to discuss what went well, what

didn’t, and what improvements the organization can make. This can be one comprehensive meeting or
several in-facility meetings, real or virtual. Document all comments.

GATHER ALL R EL EVA NT DOC U M ENTS A ND F ILE S Assemble all relevant documents and files;

include logs, ad-hoc procedures, communications, web pages, media statements, Twitter, and Facebook
messages, etc.
CONDUCT INDI V I D UA L I NTERV I EW S Meet with selected participants/executives to obtain their

perspectives on the pandemic response. Provide any relevant observations from the critique.

DEV ELOP AND I SSU E TH E FAC I L I TI ES P O S T - PAN D E M IC AC T IO N P L AN See the next page for

a proposed format. Verify that each item has a responsible owner. First send it out for review, then issue it as a
final document. Track each item’s status and completion.
UPDATE PL ANS, P R OC EDU R ES, FAC I L I TI ES , S UP P LIE S , E TC . Based upon the Action Plan,

update all relevant/affected pandemic plans and procedures. Work with Business Continuity Team to
update plans and incorporate lessons learned. Upgrade facilities and supplies as determined. Document
and share your progress.
PREPARE F OR TH E NEX T O NE!

STAT US
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Pandemic Recovery

Pandemic Response Action Plan Template
Report Date: October 31, 2020

REF
#

Observation/Item/
Challenge

Observation/Item/
Challenge

Responsible Dept/
Person

Completion
Due Date

1

(Item 1)

(Recommendation 1)

Facilities/
Name of person

November 30

2

(Item 2)

(Recommendation 2)

Facilities/
Name of person

October 31

3

(Item 3)

(Recommendation 3)

HR/
Name of person

October 31

{Others}

STATUS

Underway/ on
schedule

Not started

Completed
October 8
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Appendix 1 – Pandemic Resources

APPENDIX 1 – PANDEMIC RESOURCES
Government Agencies
RESOU RC E

LI NK

Australia Government Department of
Health

https://www.health.gov.au/

European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en

Health Canada

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada.html

Ministry of Health New Zealand

https://www.health.govt.nz/

National Health Commission of People's
Republic of China

http://en.nhc.gov.cn/

National Health Service UK

https://www.nhs.uk/

Public Health England

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/public-health-england

WHO Coronavirus disease 2019 pages

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019

WHO Influenza Information

https://www.who.int/influenza/en/

WHO Emergencies Information

http://www.who.int/csr/disease/en/
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Government Agencies (continued)
RESOU RC E

LI NK

US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention: Coronavirus (COVID-19)

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

US Federal Government COVID-19
Response

https://www.coronavirus.gov/

US Pandemic Preparedness: Ready.gov

https://www.ready.gov/pandemic

US CDC Guidance for Businesses and
Employers

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidancebusiness-response.html

US CDC Cases in the US

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/cases-in-us.html
This page is updated daily. Numbers close out at 4 p.m. the day before reporting.

US EPA Response

https://www.epa.gov/coronavirus

US FEMA Response

https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus

US CDC Flu Information and Awareness

http://www.flu.gov/pandemic/index.html

US State Department Travel Advisories

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/
traveladvisories.html/
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Related Associations
RESOU RC E

LI NK

IFMA Coronavirus Preparedness
Resource Center

https://www.ifma.org/news/what's-new-at-ifma/what's-new-at-ifmadetails/2020/03/04/coronavirus-preparedness-resource-center

IFMA Foundation

https://foundation.ifma.org/

International Facility Management
Association (IFMA)

www.IFMA.org

Association of Contingency Planners

https://www.acp-international.com

Association of Insurance and Risk Managers

www.airmic.com

Continuity Insights

www.ContinuityInsights.com

The International Association for Disaster
Preparedness and Response

www.disasters.org

Disaster Recovery Institute International

www.drii.org

Disaster Recovery Journal

www.drj.com

National Emergency Management
Association

www.nemaweb.org

National Fire Protection Association

www.nfpa.org

Risk Insurance Management Society

www.rims.org
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APPENDIX 2 – GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following glossary is from https://www.tmc.edu/news/2020/03/covid-19-crisis-catalog-a-glossary-of-terms/.
The information source, the Texas Medical Center, encourages users to check back regularly for updates.

Asymptomatic: presenting no symptoms of disease. In the case of COVID-19, this means absence of

fever, dry cough, sore throat, shortness of breath and body aches, among other less common symptoms.
Notably, it is recommended that individuals do not get tested unless they exhibit symptoms, because of the
risk of false negatives. In other words, most tests will not be accurate unless symptoms are present.

Case fatality rate: the ratio of deaths from COVID-19 to the total number of individuals diagnosed with
the disease.

Clinical trial: research experiments on human participants designed to answer questions about new
treatments; in the case of COVID-19 and coronaviruses, the safety and efficacy of a potential vaccine.

Community spread: the spread of a contagious disease in a geographic area in which there is no

knowledge of how someone contracted the disease. In other words, no known contact can be traced to
other infected individuals.

Confirmed positive case: in contrast to a presumptive positive case, this is confirmation from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of a positive COVID-19 test in an individual.

Contact tracing: identifying and monitoring people who may have come into contact with an

infectious person. In the case of COVID-19, monitoring usually involves self-quarantine as an effort to
control the spread of disease.

Coronavirus: a family of viruses that include SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) and MERS

(Middle East respiratory syndrome) as well as other respiratory illnesses. A coronavirus, also known as a
CoV, is typically spread between animals and humans – an event known as zoonotic transfer – and they
are named for the term “corona” – Latin for crown – which refers to the shape of the virus when observed
microscopically.

COVID-19: COVID-19 stands for novel coronavirus disease 2019, which refers to the year of its initial

detection. COVID-19 is the illness related to the current pandemic; the illness is caused by the virus SARSCoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2).

Epidemic: a widespread occurrence of an infectious disease in a community or geographic area.
Epidemiology: a branch of medicine which deals largely with public health, including the incidence,
distribution, analysis and control of diseases.

Flattening the curve: an attempt to create a more gradual uptick of cases, rather than a steep rise, in

an effort to avoid overburdening the health care system all at once. Notably, “flattening the curve” does not
necessarily decrease the projected number of cases, but spreads them out over a period of time.
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Immunosuppressed: an individual who experiences reduced efficacy of the immune system as a
result of health conditions not related to COVID-19 disease. People who are immunosuppressed are at
greater risk for hospitalization and severe sickness from the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

Incubation period: the time between when an individual is first exposed to the virus and the

appearance of symptoms. A person’s level of contagion before symptoms arise is not known, although
most experts believe people are most contagious after they begin exhibiting symptoms.

Index case: the first documented case of an infectious disease.
Index patient: the first person infected with a disease in an epidemic. Interchangeable with the term
“patient zero.”

Lockdown: an emergency measure in which individuals are restricted from certain areas in an attempt
to control exposure or transmission of disease. In a lockdown during an epidemic, individuals are
encouraged to stay home.

National emergency: a state of emergency resulting from the global threat of the pandemic. On

March 13, 2020, President Trump issued a national emergency concerning the COVID-19 outbreak, which
allowed for loosened restrictions on tele-health, as well as certain requirements for hospitals and health
care providers to allow them to respond to the crisis.

Novel coronavirus: a new strain of coronavirus, or nCoV, that has never been detected in humans.
Pandemic: a worldwide spread of an infectious disease, with larger reach than an epidemic. Until
COVID-19, the last pandemic was the H1N1 influenza outbreak in 2009.

Patient zero: the first individual infected with a disease during an epidemic.
Person to person transmission: when a virus is spread between people, including physical

contact or coughing and sneezing. This is in contrast to when a virus is spread via animals or through
contaminated objects or surfaces.

PPE: personal protective equipment, or PPE, is specialized clothing and equipment used as a safeguard
against health hazards including exposure to infectious diseases through physical contact or airborne
particles. PPE is designed to protect parts of the body typically exposed in normal attire, including the
nose, mouth, eyes, hands and feet. Notably, N95 respirators are considered ideal for health care workers
who may be exposed to SARS-CoV-2.

Presumptive positive case: an individual who has tested positive for COVID-19 by a local public
health lab, but whose results are awaiting confirmation from the CDC.

PUI: person under investigation, or a PUI, is an individual who is suspected of potentially having COVID-19.
Respirator: a device designed to protect individuals from inhaling something hazardous in the air, in
this case, particulate that may be contaminated with the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

SARS-CoV2: the virus fully defined as “severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2” causes the
disease COVID-19.
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Screening: the act of verifying symptoms and potential exposure before testing for the virus.
Self-isolation: the act of separating oneself from others.
Self-quarantine: the act of refraining from any contact with other individuals for a period of time

– in the case of COVID-19, two weeks – to observe whether any symptoms of the disease will arise after
potential exposure.

Shelter-in-place: typically issued by local government, a shelter-in-place asks residents to remain at

home and only leave to perform duties deemed essential in an effort to slow transmission of and exposure
to the virus.

Social distancing: the act of remaining physically apart in an effort to stem transmission of COVID-19.
Social distancing can include a move to remote work, the cancellation of events and remaining at least six
feet away from other individuals.

Super-spreader: a highly contagious individual who can spread an infectious disease to a large
number of uninfected people through a network of contacts.

Symptomatic: showing symptoms of COVID-19, which can include a fever, dry cough, shortness

of breath and body aches. Health officials believe the risk of transmitting the virus is highest when an
individual is symptomatic.

Vaccine: a biological preparation of organisms that provides immunity to a particular infectious disease.
Currently, there is no vaccine for COVID-19.

Ventilator: a machine designed to move air in and out of the lungs for a patient who is physically unable
to breathe or who is not breathing well. Because COVID-19 can cause severe lower respiratory infection,
ventilators are a critical machine for patients with severe disease.
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APPENDIX 3 –
OPTIMIZING REMOTE WORK PROGRAMS
By Kate Lister, President, Global Workplace Analytics
CO N T EN T S :

58 Introduction
59 Human Resources (HR)
62 Information Technology
64 Corporate Real Estate/Facility
Management
65 Risk Management
66 Sustainability
67 Marketing and Communications
67 Finance
67 External Advisors
67 Conclusion

Introduction
According to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), nearly
70 percent of companies say they offer remote work.1 Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) data however show only 7 percent offer it to all or most of
their people.2 In many organizations, remote work has just sort of happened,
rather than been made to happen.
Remote work – often called Work from Home (WFH) – is frequently adopted
as a tactical solution to an immediate problem. Human Resources launches
it as a tactic to address labor or talent shortages. Real estate/FM launches
it to reduce office space. Sustainability launches it as a way to reduce
the organization’s carbon footprint. The problem with these bottom-up
initiatives is that they rarely get the support of the C-suite. The COVID-19
pandemic has exposed the flaws in this approach.
A month into the sudden work-from-home experiment, over half of global
CFOs said their organization didn’t have the remote work capabilities
they needed to maintain productivity.3 Their people didn’t have the tools,
technology, or training they needed to be effective. Managers weren’t
comfortable managing people they couldn’t see. Policies and practices were
not in place to answer the many questions that arose.
The global pandemic has made remote work a C-suite imperative. This
will galvanize HR, IT, CRE, FM, Sustainability, Risk Management, and other
functional areas in a common resolve to be better prepared for the next crisis.
The following insights into the role each functional area plays in remote work
are intended to open minds, foster collaboration, and build alliances that
will vastly improve people and profit results. An added benefit is that it is
good for our planet.

Leave and Flexible Working – SHRM Employee Benefits 2019, June 2019
Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019
3
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/pwc-covid-19-cfo-pulse-survey-global.html
1
2
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Human Resources
Human Resources (HR) should provide workforce insights,
guide the creation of remote work policies and practices,
ensure employees and managers have the tools and training
they need to do their best work, address organizational
culture issues, coordinate change management, protect
employee privacy, and monitor compliance.

Workforce Insights
HR can provide insights to inform other functional areas about:
▶ How and where people are working
▶ Workforce growth/retraction plans
▶ What people need to be successful
▶ How people are evaluated
▶ Workspace assignments
▶ Manager and employee readiness
▶ Pre- and post-change trends in:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Employee engagement
Attraction and retention
Absenteeism/presenteeism
Health and wellness
Productivity

Remote Work Policies and Practices
Remote work rules and standards are important because they
specify, on the record, what is and is not acceptable. HR should
formalize remote work policies and remote worker agreements
to address:
▶ Working hours
▶ Remote work frequency
▶ Expectations for employee availability, response time,

check-ins
▶ Employer rights to require, deny, or terminate remote

work arrangements
▶ A manager’s right to deny or terminate remote work
▶ Criteria for decision making about who can and cannot

work remotely
▶ Employee rights to request, refuse, or discontinue
remote work
▶ Remote work locations allowed (i.e. home, co-working,
public spaces, while traveling)
▶ Minimum internet speed

▶ Dependent care requirements
▶ Ergonomic and safety standards
▶ Meeting protocols:

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

✓ Noise (i.e. pets, children)
✓ Use of video
✓ Recorded meetings
✓ Video/audio hygiene (i.e. chewing, attire)
Whether employees are required to have a dedicated
home office
Who pays for home office equipment, services, and
supplies
If a lockable storage area is needed
The extent to which home office incidents are covered by
Workers Compensation
Whether home office insurance is required
(and who pays for it)
Accommodations for disabilities
Security and safety requirements

HR SHO U LD CO NSI DE R:
▶ How to help remote (and onsite) workers with

the mental health impact of the crisis
▶ What metrics you will use for success of your

remote work program and for individual
performance? Where will the data come from?
Who will have access to it?
▶ How you will ensure salary, compensation, and

promotability are not affected by remote work
▶ What employees are expected to do to remain

productive in the event of a home emergency
(i.e. fire, loss of power)
▶ Whether you will feature remote work options in

your talent attraction strategy
▶ How remote work can impact diversity and

inclusion
▶ Special on-boarding needs for remote

employees
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Training
HR is central to the development, delivery, and tracking of
employee training. In the context of remote work, this should
include training in:
▶ Managing remote workers
▶ Setting goals and measuring results
▶ Remote communications protocols, practices, and

etiquette

▶ Mobile technology
▶ Software
▶ Internet access
▶ Office supplies
▶ Home energy
▶ International phone calls

Methods of cost-sharing include:
▶ Stipend (typically $500-$1,500)

▶ Remote collaboration

▶ Full or partial reimbursement

▶ Technology and security

▶ Access to employer-buying discount

▶ Remote work effectiveness and productivity

▶ Provisioning with on-site inventory

▶ Managing work-life and life-work conflict

▶ Purchase by employer

▶ Remote work policies and practices
▶ Remote work safety
▶ Building trust in remote teams
▶ Dealing with loneliness
▶ Working with in-office colleagues

Home/Mobile Office Provisioning
HR and IT must work together to ensure remote employees
have the tools they need to be successful. They must
also work collaboratively to standardize home or mobile
office provisioning. Only about a quarter of employers pay
for home office equipment or services though this trend
has vacillated over the years. It is more common for the
employer to pay when employees are required to work
remotely rather than opting to do so or when the employer
requires the use a particular kind of equipment. Home office
expenses can include:
▶ Computer/tablet
▶ Docking station
▶ Monitor(s)
▶ Keyboard/mouse
▶ Desk
▶ Chair
▶ Webcam/headphones
▶ Routers

HR SHO U LD CO NSI DE R:
▶ The trade-off between cost-savings and

productivity. Often the potential for increased
productivity from a faster laptop or dual
monitors far outweighs their cost. Likewise,
the cost of a good office chair is far less than a
worker’s compensation claim.
▶ What evidence will you require for

reimbursement or use of your stipend?
▶ How you will track employer-owned items?
▶ What standards of care will you impose for them?
▶ Whether you will want employer-owned items

brought back in the office? If so, what cleaning
protocols will you use to ensure they are safe?
▶ Whether employees will be allowed to use

employee-owned items for personal use?
▶ Whether you have the right to retrieve items

from employee’s home if you need to?
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Change Management

Legal and Taxation Issues

Effective change management is critical to the successful
transition to remote work and related workspace changes.
HR should be central to change management. Often, they will
work in tandem with an external change management team
during the initial transition but take a primary role as programs
are expanded throughout the organization.

Many of the labor laws, workers compensation rules, tax
laws, and a number of other regulatory requirements vary
by country, state/province, or city/town. If employees are
allowed to work-from-home or anywhere, HR needs to
ensure compliance with local jurisdictions. A single employee
spending even as little as one day in another area can:

Organizational Culture
One of the difficulties organizations have with remote work
is maintaining a sense of culture as the program grows.
Pre-emptively, HR can identify best practices for keeping the
cultural connection with a remote workforce and work with
IT, Communications, and others to deploy solutions and
continually measure results.

Employee Rights
HR is also responsible for protecting workers’ rights
including the right to privacy. This can sometimes lead
to friction between themselves and CRE/FM who want
people metrics to plan space changes and measure the
effectiveness of workplace initiatives. IT and HR may find
similar conflicts. It is important that functional areas work
to understand one another’s needs and responsibilities and
cooperate in developing solutions. In particular, HR should
be involved in any plans that could expose personally
identifiable information including the growing trend in the
use of:
▶ Sensor data
▶ Keystroke, video, or computer/online activity monitoring
▶ Social network analysis
▶ VPN tracking

▶ Require the employer to be registered in that region
▶ Subject the employer and employee to additional

income taxes
▶ Require compliance with local labor laws and worker’s

compensation standards
▶ Constitute a nexus and expose the employer to sales tax

from which they were formerly exempted
▶ Require employers to track the amount of time

employees spend in other regions
▶ Subject employers to different rules for classifying

employees as exempt, non-exempt, contractors, or
employees

HR SHO U LD CO NSI DE R:
▶ If an employee is required to work from home

by their employer or their home is designated
as their primary place of work, it can render
commuting and travel time compensable.
▶ Whether employees who are based at home or

scheduled to be home during an emergency
closure (i.e. snowstorm, hurricane) will be
expected to work
▶ Whether you will monitor/enforce working

hours: If for example a non-exempt employee
works outside of normal hours, perhaps they
just answer an email, it could trigger overtime
compensation
▶ How to ensure working from home does not

violate any local laws or housing regulations
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Information Technology
Information Technology (IT) provides the technology
infrastructure needed to support remote work, develops
and implements data security protocols, and works with the
business units to ensure they are equipped with tools and
technologies they need to be effective wherever they work.
Remote work effectiveness requires a combination of
onsite and offsite software and hardware. Requirements
will vary between and within organizations but in general,
remote employees will need a combination of hardware and
software including:

Hardware
▶ Laptop, desktop or tablet
▶ Keyboard
▶ Docking station
▶ Monitor(s)
▶ Mobile phone/softphone

IT S H OU L D CO NS ID E R :
▶ Whether to allow employees to use their own

equipment or mandate a particular kind
▶ Where employees will go for technical support
▶ How will equipment repairs be handled
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Software/Access/Communications
▶ Application software
▶ Security software
▶ Remote access to files
▶ File sharing tools/platforms
▶ Cloud storage
▶ Video conference tools
▶ Teleconference tools
▶ Data/file back-up
▶ Removable media

Onsite Tools
The majority of organizations use a mix of remote and on-site
work. In some cases, all-remote workers will regularly interact
with on-site workers. To guarantee the effectiveness of these
interactions, IT should ensure:
▶ Video-conference hardware and software is easy to use
▶ Conference and meeting rooms offer simple plug-and-

play compatibility with a wide range of hardware and
sharing platforms
▶ Video displays offer good fidelity and are positioned for

maximum visibility
IT S H OU L D CO NS ID E R :
▶ How software updates will be performed
▶ How potentially harmful downloads will be

prevented
▶ How remote workers will deal with technology

problems
▶ Whether your VPN has the capacity to support a

large number of people working remotely or is
able to quickly scale up or down
▶ If your file permissions will need to change
▶ Whether your employees know their passwords

and how to reset them
▶ If you need and have the authority/ability to

remotely wipe hardware
▶ Whether you want/need and have the right

to track employee activity, location, listen to
conversations, monitor social media, record video

▶ Sound and video quality is excellent for both those in the

room and remote
▶ Cables and power cords/outlets are accessible, but as out

of sight and do not represent a trip-hazard
▶ High-speed broadband is available
▶ Technical support is available during meetings
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Corporate Real Estate/Facility
Management
Corporate real estate (CRE) and facility managers (FM) are
responsible for the integration and optimization of remote
and onsite workplace strategies. This includes:
▶ Evaluating current and future space needs in light of

remote work
▶ Evaluating opportunities for changes to existing leases
▶ Optimizing space usage
▶ Determining what space changes are needed to support

a hybrid workforce
▶ Managing workplace change

CRE / FM SHO U LD CO NSI DE R:
▶ Social distancing implications if a large number

of remote workers are required onsite
▶ Ways to make remote workers feel welcome

when they are onsite
▶ Making wayfinding easy
▶ Standards for assigned versus unassigned

seating for hybrid remote workers
▶ Protocols for keyboard and space sharing
▶ The need to track where remote workers may

have traveled from

▶ Informing the change management process

▶ App, kiosk, or desktop space reservations

▶ Providing places and spaces for remote workers when

▶ Making remote workers aware of onsite space

they are onsite
▶ Providing effective spaces for onsite collaboration with

remote workers
▶ Developing space standards, protocols, and practices
▶ Collecting and analyzing workplace data
▶ Tracking employer-owned assets assigned to remote

workers
▶ Ensuring workplace safety and security

and social distancing etiquette
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Risk Management
COVID-19 showed just how much being unprepared for
remote work can cost an organization in lost productivity
and profits. Risk Management (RM) will be a strong ally in
strategies that improve resilience in the future. In addition
to their role in emergency preparedness, Risk Management
plays a vital role in evaluating the implications of remote
work on health and safety, information security, insurance
needs, brand reputation, and more.

RM SHO U LD CO NSI DE R:
▶ How to ensure ergonomic and home-office

safety:
✓ The most common method is selfcertification following training
✓ Remote inspection via video is another
option but doing so may shift the burden
of responsibility from the employee to the
employer
✓ Physical inspection of a home office is not
common as it can open employers up to a
wide range of legal exposures
▶ Insurance implications due to reduced

employee driving, travel, and fleet usage
▶ The cost/benefit of home ergonomic solutions

versus medical claims
▶ Legal implications of another outbreak after

employees return to the office
▶ How to deal with location-based licensing

requirements in legal, medical, and other roles
that require professional certification
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Sustainability
Sustainability and Governance can help leadership
understand the importance of the impact that reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, preserving non-renewable
resources, and adopting positive people practices can
have on an organization’s reputation, brand, and ability
to attract capital.

SU STA I NA BI LI TY SHO U LD CO NSI D ER :
▶ How to measure the impact of remote work on

energy consumption, emissions, and resource
utilization
▶ Using remote work to reduce Scope 3 emissions

(which include commuter travel)
▶ Ways to improve onsite sustainability because

of reduced space needs
▶ The extent to which video-conferencing will

reduce business travel
▶ How to measure the increased use of home

office energy and new driving for errands that
used to be done during the commute
▶ A possible reduction in car/vanpool and public

transportation usage due to fear of transmission
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Marketing and Communications

External Advisors

Proper communications can play a big role in the success of
change management and in reducing fears about returning
to work. Marketing and Communications are the pros at this.
Bring them in early to help craft onsite and digital messaging.

You don’t have to do this alone. Best practices honed
from years of trial and error can make your journey to
remote work easier. External advisors can be a valuable
part of your team. These might include workplace
strategists from architectural and design firms, real estate
brokerage firms, management consulting firms, furniture
manufacturers, and specialty remote work advisories.

MA RK ET I N G A ND CO M M UNICATIO NS
SH OU L D CON S ID E R:

▶ When and how to begin back-to-work

messaging
▶ Communications to address employee fears

around social distancing, public transportation,
cluster point around entrances, elevators,
dining areas, etc.
▶ How to make the digital experience rich with

culture and brand messaging

Finance
Finance is responsible for the planning, management, and
distribution of funds. As with any investment, they will
expect a good business case for remote work, numbers to
show the potential impact, and metrics by which investment
in it will be evaluated. A wealth of research on remote work
points to a return on investment from:
▶ A reduction in real estate and related costs
▶ Increased employee productivity
▶ Reduced employee turnover
▶ Reduced absenteeism and presenteeism
▶ Greater emergency preparedness

In total as a result of the factors above, a typical U.S.
employer can expect to save about $11,000 per half-time
remote worker per year.4 Additional financial impacts can
be realized from:
▶ Increased employee engagement
▶ Reduced need for parking facilities or reimbursements
▶ Improved employee health due to lower stress, better

diet, and increased exercise
Work together across business units to make a compelling
case for the ROI of remote work and you will find a partner
in Finance.
4
5

Global Workplace Analytics, Remote Work Savings Calculator
CNBC.com, April 3, 2020

The right team of professionals, working in tandem with
internal stakeholders, will help create an integrated
workplace strategy that will optimize results based on
your unique culture, readiness, economic realities, goals,
and more.

Conclusion
For many, the COVID-19 crisis has forced them to work from
home without the tools, technologies, training, and resources
needed to be successful. Entire companies have had to
do, practically overnight, what many organizations spend
months and even years transitioning toward.
Just weeks into the pandemic, the Chief Human Resource
Officer of Twitter said, “I don’t think we’ll go back to the same
way we used to operate.” The CEO of Goldman Sachs said,
“When you go through something like this, it forces you to ask
questions and think about things differently.”5 He went on
to say he felt the experience would make his company more
comfortable with workplace flexibility in the future.
This is a wake-up call for HR, CRE/FM, IT and many other
organizational areas. Now is the time work together toward a
better future for employers, employees, and the planet.
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April 22, 2020

Introduction
In 1976, Ebola was identified as a lethal disease; in 2014 its latest outbreak
occurred. In 2002 the first SARS outbreak occurred. The H1N1, or “swine
flu” pandemic swept the United States in two waves in spring and fall
2009, and was the first global pandemic declared in more than 40 years
by the World Health Organization. The WHO lists a large set of pandemic
diseases. In other words, the threat of a next global health crisis will not
recede after COVID-19.
Among the lessons to be learned from this year’s COVID-19 pandemic is
the need to prepare well for a future outbreak. Preparedness will be a key
concern for organizations as well as governments, since it will contribute
to our resilience to cope with such an outbreak. Based on observations
around the COVID-19 response, we believe there are credible and tangible
ways in which facility managers can better prepare for a future event. In
preparing as well as execution of those measures, IWMS systems play a
pivotal role.
Preparing and responding to these types of situations requires
coordination among many functions in the field of real estate and facility
management. Planning of responses as well as the coordinated execution
of them is at the core of this approach. This is why we named this concept
COMs; a systematic approach to Coordinated Outbreak Management.
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Analyzing the Contamination
Challenge
COVID-19 started in a single location – Wuhan, China – and
over the next few months spread to other areas of the world,
probably provoked by international travel.
Governments and organizations of all types are working
towards one objective: eliminating the COVID-19
contamination and its threat to public health.
Analyzing the events around the outbreak, Dr. Marie
Puybaraud,6 expects that societal resilience measures will
have to structurally remain. In that context, she speaks of
‘fast data’: data to be gathered around actual developments
happening and using it at almost-real-time to respond to the
situation as emerging to effectively control it.
Around COVID-19, contamination information as provided by
news media was already fairly detailed and one can expect
this to be improved even as time moves on.

The RE and FM Aspect of Outbreak
Management
Buildings and facility management services exist to enable
organizations to function and operate, allow people to work
and collaborate, provide places for trading, shopping and
leisure. In short, RE and FM itself operates places where
people come together, interact and hence are vulnerable
to contamination. These places largely were designed to
support high occupancy levels, meaning close physical
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▶

One – COVID-19 started in Wuhan,
spreading regionally in China and
crossing its borders swiftly to other
countries.

▶

Two - Big pockets of contamination
occurred in Italy and Spain, then
spread over Europe.

▶

Three - In the US, dominant pockets
emerged in New York and the west
coast then spread over the continent.

proximity of occupants, and a common metric of efficiency
has had to do with how many people inhabit a unit area.
This puts forward the requirement for FM to contribute to
managing outbreak incidents as effectively as possible. When
done in appropriate ways, FM also contributes to the level of
resilience of their organizations, enabling those organizations
to function to the best degree possible amidst various
contamination situations.
There are good playbooks being published; many
organizations provide advice on how to deal with this
COVID-19 situation.7 It has become apparent that there
does not exist one ‘silver bullet’ approach to handle these
types of emergencies. Handling these type of situations
calls for effective collaboration between societal and
business functions.
Real estate and facility management by its definition
already encompasses a wide range of activities. This
implies that orchestration of the RE and FM activities
in view of handling outbreak situations will provide for
better and more effective responses.
This article puts forward a framework to organize
orchestrated responses, enabling each organization to
embrace those measures it perceives as effective.
The idea is to implement the full COMs8 setup in an Integrated
Workplace Management Systems (IWMS)/Computer-Aided
Facility Management (CAFM) type of environment, allowing
not only for appropriate planning but also providing the
systems support when it must be executed.

Global Head of Research at JLL Corporate Solutions
See for instance: https://playbook.lear.com/Safe%20Work%20Playbook%202nd%20Edition.pdf as provided via IFMA, but there are many more
8
We called this framework COMs: a systematic approach to Coordinated Outbreak Management.
6
7
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The COMs Principles
The core of this concept lies in the general pattern
of contamination related incidents. The problem of
contamination is in principle a regional issue and it is of a
temporary nature.
We see two simple starting points:
1. We do not need to always operate in ‘emergency mode’:
when there is no eminent risk of outbreak, organizations
will focus on efficiency in their operations.
2. On a global level, regions experience fundamentally
different levels of risk of involvement as the
situation evolves.
The core principle behind COMs is to enable organizations to
‘switch between operational modes’ quickly and effectively as
a response to contamination risk profiles changing over time.9
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2. The activities that need to be executed in order to switch
between those operating modes (what), as well as the
end organizational units involved with it (who).
These two elements effectively construct a full script of
responses, describing how to manage various stages of
emergency.
Note that the model depicted serves as an example only.
Based on the type of organization, type of facility or
location of the facility, alternative operating modes can be
required and hence defined.
Note that this concept in principle includes activities for
all RE and FM related functions. It allows for orchestration
of the responses of those various functions by linking
them in sequencing and timing so that their combined
effect is maximized.

1. The properties of the ‘operational modes’ necessary to
effectively address contamination risk profiles.

Figure 1: COMs response structure – examples given for operating modes

9

It is based on proven governmental practices: see GRIP, a (Dutch) government practice for regional incident management
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Operating Modes
COMs Operating Modes are only to be defined related to
contamination risk management. It is certainly not necessary
to describe practical daily operations in general here.
However, each Operating Mode will include instructions
on how to be prepared for a transition to a next possible
Operating Mode. That transition is implemented by a set of
activities as described in the protocol setup for it.
This principle posits that all elements are in place in one
Operating Mode to allow the organization to swiftly move
to another Operating Mode: it must be possible to be
done quickly.
As an example of implementation, the Operating Modes as
pictured are briefly discussed.
CO MS - 1 : N ORM A L O P E R ATIO NS

This is the ‘normal’. In this mode, there is no threat in the
region identified and no extraordinary risk for business
continuity in view of spreading of a disease.
CO MS - 2 : RESPONS E P R E PA R ATIO N

In this mode, a potential threat of contamination is identified,
although not yet imminent. The risk of contamination
occurring is however at such levels that preparations are in
order to enable response practices to be invoked to reduce
contamination risk. Decisions to go into this mode will factor in
the estimated risk and the estimated damage if contamination
were to take place (risk * effect). In this Operating Mode,
investments will be made or prepared for to allow the
organization to respond fast if necessary – prepare to move
away from normal operations.
This implies that review and validation of the protocols in
place in view of a specific incident should be undertaken at this
stage. In other words: “is the plan at hand appropriate in view
of what we know today, or should we make adjustments to our
existing protocols?” Additionally, one would typically inform
those who need to be involved that activities are imminent.
CO MS - 3 : OPERAT IO NS UND E R P OTE NTIA L
CO N TA MI N AT I ON TH R E AT

In this mode, actual contamination still is some distance
from the facility. Operations are adjusted to not only limit
contamination risk but also are set to respond to actual
contamination taking place close by, potentially harming
organizational units. In this Operating Mode, the organization
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and its workforce will typically experience different
regulations for them to attune to, experience modified
workplace settings and so forth. Tighter access controls and
limits on seating density are examples of measures that may
be implemented in this stage.
CO MS-4: O PE RATI O NS U NDE R I MME D IAT E
CO NTA MI NATI O N THRE AT

In this mode, actual contamination has been identified in the
direct environment of the facility. In addition to prevention,
we are now addressing responses to actual cases of
contamination.
CO MS PROTOCO LS

The transitional protocols are defined sets of activities that
will need to be deployed in order for the organization to
arrive at a different Operating Mode. Activities are listed,
procedures are explained and assigned to named people in
various functions.
In most cases, sequencing of activities, as well as
dependencies, should be described. For example,
decontamination supplies may need to be transferred from a
storage facility to occupied facilities before cleaning staff can
begin an enhanced decontamination protocol.
The execution of a protocol can be managed as a project,
including reporting to the organization.
E SCA L ATI O N PROTOCO LS

A fundamental complexity in times of contamination threat is
that one needs to determine what to do, provide guidance on
effective execution, act rapidly and in appropriate sequences,
and involve the relevant players. This is the kernel of the
Escalation Protocols. The escalation protocols describe a
series of response activities that need to be executed for the
organization to arrive at a higher level Operating Mode.
RE SPO NSE PRACTI CE S

Response practices represent the granular activities to
be executed (tasks). On execution, they are assigned to
individuals and time slots for their activities are defined.
DE -E SCA L ATI O N PROTOCO LS

As one has escalation protocols, one has de-escalation
protocols as well. These are not necessarily the reverse of
escalation but also describe activities (tasks) to be executed,
messaging to the organization and so forth.
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Figure 2: regional launch of COMs
escalation levels

Invoking COMs Escalations and
De-Escalations at Regional Scale
COMs escalations would generally be launched locally, at only
those sites where tangible risk is emerging or imminent.
De-escalations also can be executed at individual sites where
risks have subsided.
This represents an important portfolio-level approach that
will enable a degree of resilience for organizations that are
spread around the world: escalating only in pockets where
and when the need emerges, and then de-escalating in those
locations as soon as it is safe to do so.

Key Role of IWMS
As every organization experiences churn in the workforce
over time, the knowledge and approach in responding to
imminent contamination risk should be maintained in a
system that can assist in execution when needed. Integrated
Workplace Management Systems or Computer-Aided Facility
Management systems are well-suited to serve that purpose.
These systems are developed to capture data about
all properties, assets, staff, processes, instructions and
procedures required. Using the systems’ capabilities in
providing oversight of activities and procedures at any
time, the response team would be able to track progress
and understand dependencies between individual
responses. Because these systems are both data repositories
and process management tools, they provide a single

environment in which all of the information needed to
execute an escalation or de-escalation can be maintained
and updated as circumstances change. Generally, these
systems also provide the ability to store documents related
to properties, assets and processes. Further, they typically
feature automated linkages to other business systems,
such as human resources and procurement, to ensure that
external data that will need to be utilized – such as employee
lists, contact information and vendor details – is up to date at
whatever moment the need to invoke an escalation occurs,
without the need for last minute manual data updates.
The approach outlined here builds on hypothetical
scenarios, which in many cases can be mapped as
workflows in IWMS or CAFM systems and may be invoked
through a “switch” – manual or automatic – based on events
and circumstances. Thus, the technology becomes a key
safeguard for organizations seeking to prepare against the
eventuality of a crisis.
Note that the procedures as defined may well be ‘localized’
per site (building) because of differences in the type of
activity taking place in those facilities (production, offices,
research, patient care, etc.) as well as the properties of their
surroundings. Again, a technology system should be able to
capture these building-by-building variations and provide
clarity for the escalation procedures to the operations,
maintenance and workplace strategy teams.
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Simple Use Cases

Response 1-2.4: Arrange Necessary Budgets

To illustrate the approach, some simple protocol-based use
cases are described here – using the structure depicted in
figure 1 – for a typical office-type of facility. The examples
are not meant to be a complete picture of the escalation/deescalation cycle, but to highlight key principles.

Make sure the response budgets are set and individuals are
allowed to incur expenses for goods and activities as stated in
the plan.

Although protocols for individual escalations are described
separately here, one can of course decide to combine
escalations based on the situation: for instance, one could
decide to move from COMs 2 immediately into COMs 4. The
actual situation as it evolves will drive decisions of this kind.

Prepare to elevate the strategic stock level of (sanitizing)
supplies and other protective materials likely to be needed in
case of further escalation.

CO MS 1 - 2 : N ORM A L - TO - R E S P O NS E
P REPA RAT I ON

Response 1-2.5: Assess Needs for Supplies

Response 1-2.6: Involve Suppliers
Notify the various suppliers of the activities taking place or
perhaps imminent, discussing the expected contributions
from them.

Response 1-2.0: Review the COMs Program

Response 1-2.7: Identify Workplace Shutdowns

Review the full COMs program as in place, adding responses
that are not there but deemed necessary in view of the
current circumstances, the threat, and the properties of the
specific contamination.

Review the workplace facilities currently in use and denote
the ones that could be closed in case of escalation.

Response 1-2.1: Identify Team Involved

Contact HRM for services to be provided around homes and
other distant workplaces. Contract services with DHL to
transport stuff when necessary.

Checking the activities to take place in this stage as well as in
the COMs 2-3 protocol, identify all individuals involved and
send them a message to alert them that their services will be
called upon. Identify the responses they will individually be
assigned to.

Response 1-2.2: Inform Business Management Team
Send message to HRM and business management for the
staff operating in the facility to inform them of activities to
be deployed over the coming period, and to inform them of
contacts to reach out to in case of issues and questions.

Response 1-2.3: Inform Workforce
Send message to the occupants of the facility to inform
them of activities to be deployed over the coming period,
provide contacts in case of issues and questions, and provide
websites where information can be found.

Response 1-2.8: Prepare to Expand Working From Home

Response 1-2.9: Identify High-Touch Points
Identify assets and other building elements that are
high-touch and may need to be cleaned differently upon
escalation.

Response 1-2.10: Additional Steps
As needed.
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CO MS 3 - 4 : POT EN TIA L CO NTA M INATIO N

CO MS 4-3: DE -E SCA L ATE FRO M I MMEDIAT E

T H REAT

CO NTA MI NATI O N THRE AT

T H REAT - TO- I MME D IATE CO NTA M INATIO N

CO NTA MI NATI O N THRE AT TO POTE NT IAL

Response 3-4.1: Inform the Organization

Response 4-3.1: Inform the Organization

Send message to the full workforce on the escalation,
outlining the most visible and important changes in
workplace and facility operations.

Prepare and stage the teams of the workforce to return to the
facility. Identify which teams will be prioritized to return and
in what pace and order.

Response 3-4.2: Evacuate Facility

Response 4-3.2: Inform the Organization

Inform the workforce that the facility is closed and only those
with specific permits will be allowed in.

Send message to the full workforce on the de-escalation,
outlining the most visible and important changes to expect
and communications around it.

All workplace and meeting space reservations are cancelled,
and organizers informed.

Response 4-3.3: Reset Climate Controlling

Response 3-4.3: Reset Climate Controlling

Arrange for climate systems to be shifted to ‘normal’.

Shift climate systems to ‘weekend-mode’.

Response 3-4.4: Reinstate Workforce Services

Response 3-4.4: Cancel Workforce Services

Start up personnel services (like catering) and shift cleaning
to the appropriate protocols.

Cancel all personnel services (like catering) and shift cleaning
to the appropriate protocols.

Response 3-4.5: Asset Maintenance Adjustments
Review planned activities and cancel where necessary, but
also shift forward activities that can leverage the vacancy and
can be executed safely.

Other Protocols
As needed.
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In Closing
The COVID-19 crisis is global, and its long-term impact still
is largely unknown. But there are things we already can
learn from it. The world was not prepared to cope with it
effectively in the short term and the economic ramifications
are immense.
Although we can not foresee details of a future event, we
can learn from our errors today and prepare for improved
responses next time.
Many organizations are and will come forward with advice on
how to deal with the vast array of topics associated to running
buildings and FM services. Many of those will have merit
and will become part of plans to address a future event. This
COMs initiative is certainly just part of that puzzle, focused
on enabling orchestration of approaches you choose to
adopt. Above all, we wish you and your organizations all good
fortune in addressing the COVID-19 pandemic.
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APPENDIX 5 – COVID-19 CASE STUDIES
CAS E S T U DI ES P R OV ID E D :

77 Building Management

The IFMA Foundation undertook interviews with several IFMA members to
learn how they are responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. We sent out a
questionnaire illustrated below. Some responders followed the template;
others did not. In many cases, only minor editing was applied.

78 Facility Services
80 Facility Services Provider
82 Higher Education Student
Accommodation Company
83 Hotel

IFMA Foundation Questionnaire

85 Information Technology

BACKGRO U ND DATA :

86 International Financial Institute

Name: 
____________________________________________________________

88 Museum

Title:
____________________________________________________________

89 Real Estate Services I
90 Real Estate Services II
91 University
93 China and Singapore

Do we have permission to use your name and title?

Yes/No*

Company:
____________________________________________________________
Do we have permission to use your name and title?

Yes/No*

Industry/Core Company Mission: 
____________________________________________________________
Geographic Location:

____________________________________________________________
*If permission was denied, we entered “Not available”

I NTE RVI E W Q U E STI O NS:
1. What happened?
2. How did you respond to the coronavirus?
3. Is there anything you could have done differently?
4. What lessons did you learn?
5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
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Building Management
NA M E:

Dallas Schwerin
TI TL E:

Facility and Workplace Services,
Senior Associate
CO M PA NY:

N/A

1. When did your organization become aware
of coronavirus?
Leadership became aware of the crisis in January. Because
this situation evolved quickly and changed daily, it was
difficult at first to comprehend the full depth of the crisis. In
February, teams were mobilized, and clients were notified
of WFH arrangements. In March, facility locations began
drastically scaling back the number of associates onsite
and began working to implement facility closures where
necessary. In April, teams continued to track status of
offices and legal mandates across the portfolio. Discussions
surrounding the re-occupancy of locations also began in April.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
We have not had a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19
in my facility in Charlotte. There have been confirmed
cases in other office locations, both inside and outside of
company-leased space. Where there have been positive test
results, partnership with Property Management groups and
3rd party providers have been able to provide the necessary
remediation response.

3. Describe your coronavirus response.
Response to positive test results have been swift. We
evacuated all our associates, if they were not already, and
contracted with 3rd party janitorial and cleaning companies
to completely disinfect the affected locations.
Prior to any positive test result, legal and HR teams were
working with client partners to understand the essentiality of

IN D US T RY / CO M PAN Y CO R E M IS S ION:

Building Management

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

I manage an office building in
Charlotte, North Carolina, and am
on the crisis management team that
oversees facility operations in North
America (Canada, US, Mexico).

work being performed in that location. If work was able to be
performed remotely (e.g., at home) associates were moved to
temporarily WFH arrangements. In certain situations, client
and general corporate functions required associates to be
onsite. In those situations, response plan has been as follows:
mandatory social distancing protocols, enhanced cleaning,
and sanitization (frequency and scope), limitations to the
number of associates onsite, and lean-thinking in determining
critical associates.

4. What lessons have been learned?
Proactive business continuity approaches should be
conducted, and drills performed routinely to exercise the
ability for businesses to react to situations like this. Other
necessary steps include consistent communication between
corporate stakeholders, continued identification and
confirmation of site-level stakeholders, and further defined
roles and responsibilities in crisis situations.

5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
Pandemic situations like this push several key competencies
to the forefront, including: emergency preparedness and
business continuity, communication, human factors, finance
and business, operations and maintenance, and finally
leadership and strategy. Relationships with 3rd party vendors
have been thrust to the top of everyone’s minds, as with
standard employee safety and health aspects. As mentioned
in several IFMA produced webinars regarding this situation,
the view of the ‘modern office’ and general business decisions
will forever be changed by this global event.
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Facility Services
NA M E:

Tony Piucci
TI TL E:

Senior Vice President,
Enterprise Solutions

CO M PAN Y :

ABM

IN D US T RY / CO M PAN Y CO R E M IS S ION:

Facility Services

Serving Clients Who Serve Our Communities

Maker of COVID-19 test parts

From enabling work 24/7 at a COVID-19 test part
manufacturer to helping a college campus evacuate 9,600
students from dorms, ABM team members are on the
frontlines going above and beyond. Our janitorial teams
help our clients and their communities by disinfecting
buildings to keep working people safe. We’re also protecting
our clients’ assets and budgets with HVAC and power
systems maintenance for closed facilities.

The manufacturer needed more help when they received
government production approval and suddenly started
operating at warp speed. Their ABM team’s dedication and
support continued to help keep their facility and employees
healthy and safe with all the necessary precautions. “Each
one of you play a crucial role in this by allowing our staff
to focus on the science, manufacturing, and detection of
the COVID-19 virus. This site is working around the clock to
produce the viral extraction and other components used. We
are so grateful and honored to work with each one of them.”

In this time of massive furloughs, we’re striving to keep as
many of our team members employed as possible. In many
cases, we’re actually hiring. We are monitoring our staffing
changes across the industries we serve and watching for
significant impacts in critical market areas. Whenever
possible, we redeploy ABM team members and we’re
communicating to part-time staff if any additional work
hours are available. Of course, ABM follows up-to-date CDC
guidelines to keep our teams safe while they’re keeping our
clients safe.
The best way to show what we’re doing is to share some
frontline “unsung hero” stories shared by our clients
and managers.

Hospital Emergency Entrance
From an ABM hospital client: “Tonight I reported to my post
in the Emergency Department to be an entrance screener.
There I had the pleasure of meeting ABM team member
Albert. He actually works as a valet part-time every Friday
and Saturday evening. As patients and families came to the
ED, he greeted them with a warm smile. Albert was very kind
in his approach to let patients know that only one visitor
was allowed per patient. He took his role seriously with the
utmost kindness. The ED front door is in good hands with
him there.”
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School Food Program

Major U.S. Aviation Clients

When a Texas charter school needed last-minute support to
fill in for people who were unable to get food to students in
need, ABM team members stepped in to pack and distribute
meals. The school wrote a thank you note applauding our
“above and beyond efforts.” ABM’s “stepping up to the plate
was a fantastic help.”

At an ABM operations meeting in late March, the airline
client’s General Manager joined in to thank us profusely for
outstanding performance for completing an EnhancedClean
(a clean that takes several hours) on an aircraft. The aircraft
was designated as a special flight serving congressional and
faith leaders; ABM helped prepare the plane for the airline’s
important clients amid all the scrutiny on the virus.

Financial Services Company
Offices in NYC’s World Financial Center relied on our help,
saying, “These are trying times… Despite multiple last
minute and unplanned requests for various deep cleanings,
ABM people performed every single task without hesitation
and with the utmost care. In addition to the businessas-usual services, they’ve been asked to perform a lot
of additional work, in some cases late at night with very
little notice. This COVID-19 situation has put extra stress on
everyone, and you would never know it with your team’s
response and exemplary service. We are lucky to have ABM
as our janitorial service partner. In true fashion, your on-site
team continues to knock it out of the park.”

Another airline client recognized us for responding
professionally and expeditiously to an EnhancedClean service
request on an aircraft with a suspected COVID-19 case.
An ABM manager’s daughter had been anxious about flying.
From a large international airport, she texted, “Mom, ABM
people are everywhere and helping everyone. If someone is
smiling, they have on an ABM logo!”

Living Up to our Mission
Times like the present test our company’s mission statement:
“To Make a Difference, Every Person, Every Day.” We feel
honored that ABM clients trust us during a crisis. We are
happy knowing we can truly make a difference - being kind
and conscientious while helping to keep businesses operating
and people safe.
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Facility Services Provider
NA M E:

Ben Goudy
TI TL E:

Regional Vice President
CO M PA NY:

Eurest Services

IN D US T RY / CO M PAN Y CO R E M IS S ION:

Eurest Services, a division of Compass
Group, is a facility services provider,
offering leading national business and
industry organizations a comprehensive
range of self-performed and managed
services with a hospitality approach.
G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

All around the United States.

1. When did you become aware about coronavirus?
We came to know about this in late December. We started
preparing plans by mid-January to survive this crisis.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
We have had to deal with several suspected and confirmed
cases of COVID-19 in the workplaces that we manage. We
self-perform or sub-contract “Deep Cleans” of the spaces
based on the need at the time.

3. Describe your response to coronavirus.
As we started to hear about the coronavirus, the crisis
management team put our baseline pandemic business
continuity plan into action, continually updating the plans
for the crisis to support the business, and to ensure the
safety of our employees. The first thing that we needed
to do as facility managers was to understand from the
preparedness perspective. We needed to understand how to
support our clients since our clients do essential business in
manufacturing of medical products or other pharmaceutical
equipment. In order to keep them up and running in line with
standard operating procedures, we needed to begin securing
hand sanitizers and other personal protective equipment
(PPE). We set up a communication system that could be
accessed remotely.

In the Level II, our PPE and critical supply heat maps
notified us when we were running critically low on the stock.
Procuring sanitizing agents, personal protective equipment
and other janitorial requirements became challenging as
everything was sold out. For the facilities business support we
provide, it is essential that our employees use the personal
protective equipment while onsite. Therefore, at times we
have had scenarios where we overpaid for the equipment
to keep the business up and running during the crisis. Even
with limited supplies, we continually updated our standard
operating procedures based on the information we had from
the CDC at the time. It has been so dynamic that we are in
revision 9.0 of our SOP. Every time the SOP changed, we
trained our employees to use them when cleaning the actual
or potentially infected areas. We used our normal personnel
for standard and normal cleaning such as sanitizing hightouch points, handrails in the staircase, desk and chairs, etc.
We had an additional extensive training for the employees
to achieve level III and level IV cleaning. The employees
were taught different types of cleaning like spray clean
and a method of using electrostatic sprayers to neutralize
contaminants in larger areas.
In the level III and level IV, we have multiple teams prepared
for the deep sanitization in the areas that were suspected or
confirmed cases, allowing the business to continue running
smoothly and efficiently without interruptions.
To ensure that the products we received are free from any
virus and other bacteria, we followed the instruction given
by CDC and stored all the goods in a place for more than a
day, wiped off all the surfaces with sanitizing agents and then
started using them.
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4. What lessons have been learned?
I believe that there has been something new that we are
learning every day during this crisis. These are just early
lessons that have been learned on this crisis. Having a
structured framework gives us a sense of direction towards
where we are and where we are heading. The initial
stabilization of how to handle the existing challenges is pretty
well worked out, and we have developed a “return to the
office” protocol to prepare for that eventuality.

5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
Certain elements of FM are company-agnostic and should be
shared openly. This includes areas of Environment, Health,
and Safety. It is essential to share the knowledge extensively
when you get in environment and health care field. Due to
this, we are working on some industry sharing platforms to
facilitate the open transfer of knowledge and lessons learned.
At the end of the day, Facility Managers need to strive to be
continually updated and share their knowledge constantly.
IFMA is a great forum to do this.

Appendix 5 – COVID-19 Case Studies
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Higher Education Student Accommodation Company
NA M E:

N/A

TI TL E:

Director of Operations

1. When did your organization become aware of
coronavirus?
We came across this virus in late January when the
government officially announced that the COVID-19 is a
pandemic and started acting immediately to implement
safety precautions.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
We were fortunate enough that the students were on their
winter break when the virus broke out, and this made it
relatively easy for us to handle the situation.

3. Describe your response to coronavirus.
We pulled out our crisis management documents that were
prepared from our past experiences and started to take all
the necessary precautions that would ensure the safety of
all the members of the institute. The facility management
team was required to work on-site for a few operations,
like cleaning, sanitizing, and maintaining HVAC systems.
However, we had a few personal protective equipment
for the few staff. We accommodated staff members who
traveled by their transport and who stayed at a walkable
distance from the campus as we were short of personal
protective equipment and the safety of employees were
the utmost priority. Visitors were restricted, and staff who
traveled by public transport were requested to work from
home. The cleaning and sanitizing frequencies in the
campus were increased, and social distancing lessons and
use of masks was imparted to all the staff.
In parallel to this, the Information Technology team started
setting up technology to work from home and online classes
for our students. On the other hand, we also had several
vendors, engineering departments, and security personnel

CO M PAN Y :

N/A

IN D US T RY / CO M PAN Y CO R E M IS S ION:

Higher Education Student
Accommodation Company

who were falling short of personal protective equipment.
We decided to collaborate with a few intuitions and other
connections to order additional personal protective
equipment and other supplies that were required for
sterilization and sanitization of the campus as there was
a massive demand for the supplies. All the members had
to pass through a thermal screening once the university
reopened. As things were uncertain and we didn't know
when something would open, most of our staff and other
members went through a training program about working
online, which would help us in the future, as well.

4. What lessons have been learned?
From this experience, I think we have learned to
demonstrate leadership and be proactive, anticipate what
is coming our way, and act fast to ensure the safety of
the organization and business. We have also learned the
importance of social distancing and using online platforms
for communication. Lastly, we have learned the importance
of networking for a facility manager.

5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
As facility managers, we need to be on our toes, flexible,
and always open to learning new lessons. Indeed, it is a
facility manager’s job to handle the situation and give
solutions to problems that arise to keep a business up and
running. It is important to update ourselves every day with
different kinds of issues and their possible solutions that
appear in the FM field by engaging ourselves in various
organizations and other social media platforms. I would
like to share all the knowledge that I have gained through
different situations and request all the facility managers
around the world to do the same.
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Hotel
NA M E:

Derek Bacigal
TI TL E:

Director of Engineering
CO M PA NY:

N/A

1. When did your organization become aware of the
coronavirus?
We are much closer to Asia, and since Hawaii is a luxury
vacation spot, we have tons of travelers from Japan, Korea,
and China. The information on the virus naturally spread
by word of mouth much faster than the media. It was the
second week of January that we came across this virus, and
we started with the pandemic planning and updated our
contingency plans specific to a viral pandemic.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
Fortunately, we didn't have any cases that were affected
by the Coronavirus. To make sure our associates were safe,
we had taken the safety measures of proactively modifying
our business services, identifying essential vs. non-essential
employees and offering telework options where applicable.

3. Describe your coronavirus response.
We are hitting some situations that are unprecedented.
As the situation is getting denser every day, our plans are
continually evolving. However, our Pandemic planning is
doing a great job of setting standards through this crisis. We
have set up a framework which in military terms, is known
as force protection condition (FPCON). In this framework, we
build six levels that escalate mission response based on the
changing environment. This FPCON framework has helped
guide us to where we are now and where we are heading.
The pandemic plan broke out, and in the first level, it
outlined the details like communication with staff and
headquarters, managing the critical inventory, and personal

G R AP H ICAL LOCAT IO N O F B US IN E SS:

Hawaii is located in the Pacific Ocean to
the southwest of the continental U.S.,
southeast of Japan, and northeast of
Australia. Hawaii is known for its tropical
climate, unique topography, and natural
environment, as well as its multicultural
population. People from all over the world
come to spend their vacation here.

protective equipment. Cleaning frequencies were increased
along with cleaning technology such as using an ionizing
gun, which disinfects surfaces with positively charged atoms
that stick to the surfaces. We also sanitized the space.
In Level II, we started cutting down business services such as
comedy shows, live music nights, buffets, and other events
for our customers to promote social distancing and avoid
gatherings. Hawaii imports 96 percent of the products that
are required for day-to-day sustainment, making logistics
during a time like this that much more complicated.
In Level III, we decided to stop taking any reservations,
cancel incoming reservations, and have existing guests find
other accommodations. Before the property was vacated,
we communicated with all the guests and associates the
facts about COVID-19 transmission and preventive measures
to stay safe. We call this strategic communication. At this
level, we also taped 6 foot long lines around high traffic
areas of the facility to promote social distancing.
In Level IV, the main idea was business continuity during the
crisis, so we decided to update all the technologies that were
required for working remotely. Most of the administrative
staff in various departments went under telework training:
a structured format and a mutual agreement for the
supervisors and the teleworking employees. A checklist was
prepared to make sure the employees have all the resources
at their home to perform their duties. Work standards and
expectations were created for each teleworking employee.
Service contractor lists were developed for essential versus
nonessential to limit transmission. Minor construction was
in full execution as occupancy was low. The facilities team
was busy accomplishing essential deferred and preventative
maintenance.
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In Level V, some departments that required meeting faceto-face for day-to-day operations was stopped and started
using alternative technology that is available as a complete
lockdown of the island was issued to self-quarantine for 30
days. These technologies included video conferencing, SMS,
and conference calls.
In Level VI, they were setting up an effective communication
system with all the members to make sure that the business
continues. The specific website was created for accessing
documents and FAQs for the associates. High-risk classified
associates were placed on administrative leave, and
only essential staff were running the facility. All on-site
associates, guests, and contractors were required to wear
a cloth mask if they could not maintain a 6-foot distance in
human interaction.
Since Hawaii is an island and 96 percent of the products
are imported, stockpiling any cleaning agents or other
things has been a tedious job. As a facility manager, I acted
quickly and ordered critical supplies and personal protective
equipment for my employees. Since there was a global
shortage of personal protective equipment and resources,
we very carefully allotted them to employees who would
work on-site and were prone to be in contact with humans
during their work. Ninety personal protective equipment
were reserved for an emergency, and anyone using the
reserve of PPE had to obtain the consent of the director.

Appendix 5 – COVID-19 Case Studies

4. What lessons have been learned?
Every day has been a new course of learning for this
situation in a rapidly evolving environment. We haven't
come out of this situation, and hence it would be too early
to give out the lessons learned. Some evident things are
changing the way we communicate and interact socially.

5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
I am a firm believer in “knowledge is power.” Facility
management is a field where you have to update yourself
daily to keep up with the industry as the technology and
other trends keep changing rapidly. It is essential to share
what you learned so that others have an idea to deal
with a similar situation. As a facility manager, I strongly
believe in “One team one dream,” and to achieve this,
strong communication skills are essential. Communicating
efficiently is the key to success for a facility manager.
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Information Technology
NA M E:

Madhav Karandikar
TI TL E:

Facility Manager

IN D US T RY :

Information technology, computer chips,
infrastructure software, enterprise cyber
security products

CO M PA NY:

Broadcom WPS, Pune, India

1. When did your organization become aware of
coronavirus?
The organization became aware of Coronavirus in Pune
(India) when there were cases reported due to International
traveling.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
Fortunately, we did not have any coronavirus events in
our organization. However, to stop the spread of COVID-19
and ensure social distancing, the State Government of
Maharashtra in India introduced complete lockdown of
major cities like Pune, Mumbai and Nagpur during the week
of March 15 for two weeks, followed by India Prime Minister
declaring a complete India lockdown from April 14-24 for
three weeks.

3. Describe your coronavirus response.
Business units and Human Resources planned for the initial
two weeks for employees coming to office at 50 percent
headcount in split shifts to ensure social distancing on
work floor. Facilities/WPS team enhanced the frequency
of cleaning with disinfectants of the cubicles, high
touch points, conference and meeting rooms, pantries,
washrooms. We increased the quantity of floor-mounted
sanitizers, placed sanitizer bottles at conference/ meeting
rooms, reception, entrance doors, PPE procured and
stocked adequately, planned disinfectant fumigation of the
facility, started thermal screening of employees, stopped the
entry of visitors into the office (only entry of essential facility
vendors was allowed past thermal screening), one meeting
room reserved as a quarantine room if needed, enhanced
cleaning of cabs and bus shuttles placing sanitizer bottles in

each. They were carefully coordinated with the LL (being a
multi-tenanted large IT campus) for sanitization of common
areas like floor elevators, cafeterias, gym, snack bars, sports
arenas, auditoriums, and amphitheater.

4. What lessons have been learned?
The lessons learned from this crisis are the importance of
social distancing, planning during a pandemic situation,
the pace at which a facility manager should respond to an
emergency. Important also are coordination with business
unit leadership and Human Resources for planning quick
actions.

4. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
I am sure all my FM colleagues world over must have had a
robust experience to handle this unique, highly challenging
situation being at the forefront acting as the Captain of
the ship to make sure all our employees and immediate
facility staff is well taken care of. This experience has made
us battle-ready and strengthened our resolve to face the
toughest challenges head-on - and survive. I wish good luck
to my FM fraternity in these challenging times.
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International Financial Institute
NA M E:

Jenny Yeung, Chair, IFMA Asian
Advisory Board
TI TL E:

N/A

1. When and how did you or your organization
become aware of the coronavirus?
It all started around end of January during the Chinese New
Year. The government issued a mandate that all employees
must work from home during the holiday because of the
outbreak of COVID-19 due to the foreign cases travelling to
Hong Kong.

2. How did you respond to the coronavirus?
The response level was initially serious and as it spread
rapidly the response level turned to emergency. After an
initial discussion with crisis management team, facility
managers were required to quickly respond to the cleaning
frequency and sanitation of all the premises. The employees
were supplemented with sanitizers and wipes to maintain a
high level of hygiene in the organization. facility management
had to secure additional cleaning resources and upkeep
the cleaning frequency as they anticipated this would be
emergency response.
The company follows a protocol of reviewing the contingency
plans and updating them when the response level to the
situation changes to make sure everybody is aligned in place
and the business continues to work.
P HAS E I

In the first phase the facilities department collaborated
with the regional office, emergency crisis team, pandemic
taskforce, corporate real estate team and different
management teams from various fields of the business to
make sure there is proper communication and everybody
is aware with the plan of action going forward to reduce
the panic situation within the organizations.

CO M PAN Y :

N/A

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

Temperature and topography similar to
Asian countries.

In parallel to this the operations and management teams
provided a voluntary temperature check for the employees
entering the building. Masks were made compulsory for all
the employees. The number of visitors was limited.
PHASE I I

In phase II, the operations and maintenance team had to
formulate procedures for mandatory temperature checks for
all the employees of the organization and seek legal advice
to make sure that they could collect the data. The plans
for the budget had to be reallocated. The use of masks was
made mandatory for visitors also. Visitors were made to sign
a declaration that they haven’t traveled to places that were
affected. The facilities team made an employee assistance
program to make sure that all the employees are aware of the
local quarantine guide and to seek medical help immediately
if found with any symptoms. The frequency of the deep
cleaning and sanitizing the space was doubled. The facilities
also had an emergency disinfecting plan for the space that
would come up if someone in the organization was affected
or came in contact with an affected person. The facilities had
to increase the stockpile level of the disinfectants, sanitizers,
masks and gloves as the situation turned worse. To make
things much simpler for all the employees the facility team
developed an FAQ that the employees could look upon for any
queries. The company encouraged all the people to work from
home as they had set up the HR mailbox in which any queries
or feedback of the employees was addressed immediately.
The internal chat group was created for other staff members
who were comfortable using phones. The company created
two teams in which the Team A was in charge of the office
operations and maintenance and Team B was in charge of
business continuity.
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P HAS E I I I

Facility management developed a main step: Social
Distancing. The mandatory measures in the social
distancing were the tables were placed 1.5 meters away
in the café and restaurants. They used QR code and online
payments for ordering food in the café, which eliminated
spreading the virus. The occupancy of the shuttle busses
for the staff and employees was reduced to half and
would be deeply cleaned after every trip. The retail
branches were installed with a space shield in addition
to providing masks and goggles to make sure employees
are protected from close contact with any person. The
organization decided to add some temporary additional
space for the split operations for the operators to work
and maintain social distancing.

Appendix 5 – COVID-19 Case Studies

3. Is there anything that you could have done
differently?
Facility management in this organization has handled such
situations during H1N1 crisis. The management holds a strong
contingency plan for such crisis and updates them whenever
required.

4. What do you want share with your colleagues?
Risk management in facilities in not only in technical terms
like power outage but is also being prepared for pandemic
issues and making strong contingency plans/strategic plans
for business continuity. While facing such situations, sharing
is caring and hence I will share all the knowledge that I have
learned from this crisis and request all my peers in the FM
industry to do the same.
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Museum
NA M E:

Aka Obphrachanh
TI TL E:

Manager of Maintenance

IN D US T RY / CO M PAN Y CO R E M IS S ION:

Museum, non-profit, education
G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

Los Angeles, California

CO M PA NY:

N/A

1. When and how did you or your organization
become aware of coronavirus?
I would say in early January.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event? 		
What happened?
No, we did not have any sick events. The facilities team
created a new procedure for cleaning. They came in the
early morning every day to disinfect the common areas and
the high-touch points with a medical-grade disinfectant.
We would leave the disinfectant on the surfaces for at least
10 minutes and then wipe it away. The overall cleaning
frequency was increased. Staff was provided with personal
protective equipment to make sure they were safe. The
employees were enlightened about the virus and the safety
precautions that had to be taken. Employees were asked
to follow the CDC guidelines; the use of masks and gloves
was made mandatory. When Stay-at-Home became a
mandate in early March, only security and janitorial teams
were allowed inside the museum to make sure the daily
operations took place.

3. Describe your Coronavirus response?
Our response was slow at first. We started the process of
being aware of the virus and how to protect our staff from
it. Senior management started a COVID-19 task team to
monitor and report back to them. It was not until March
that everything hit the fan and we started to follow the
Stay-at-Home mandate.

4. What lessons have been learned?
We learned that we did not have enough supplies like
masks and liquid hand sanitizer on site. We will purchase
more in advance for the next time.

5. What would you like to share with your colleagues?
During a crisis like this, which we have never been
through before, I think it is better to share the knowledge
and experience that we go through on more prominent
platforms like the internet or social media. We can help
people take preventive measures if they have not come
across a similar situation or prepare them to fight a
situation like this in the future.
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Real Estate Services I
NA M E:

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

Delta Air Lines Account Team

Atlanta, Georgia

CO M PA NY:

Jones Lang LaSalle Incorporated (JLL)
I ND U STRY/ CO M PA NY CO R E M IS S IO N :

Real Estate Services

1. Describe your coronavirus response.
As COVID-19 began to impact communities around the
world, Delta Air Lines acted quickly to protect employees
and ensure that the team had a safe space to continue to
deliver exceptional customer service. JLL partnered closely
with the Delta team to bring their COVID-19 response to
life at their Atlanta headquarters campus. The story below
showcases just one example (among many others) of how
the JLL team responded to Delta’s changing needs in the
face of COVID-19.
Delta needed space for its Reservation Sales Department to
handle urgent customer needs that could not be completed
remotely, while also maintaining enough distance from
each other to be safe. They enlisted JLL to move hundreds
of Atlanta-based reservation specialists from their offices
to a new call center set up in a hangar of Delta’s on-campus
museum, beneath the wings of “The Spirit of Delta,” a
historic Boeing 767 aircraft. In 72 hours, JLL’s Moves Adds
Changes (MAC) team worked tirelessly around the clock to
create 305 workstations, spacing them out in accordance
with the Center for Disease Control’s recommendations for
social distancing. The JLL and Delta teams also collaborated
to set up a break room with refrigerators, microwaves,
coffee machines, hand wipes and other necessary supplies
to help keep people safe. When Delta’s reservation
specialists arrived for their first day in their new space,
JLL’s Experience Ambassadors were on-hand to give tours,
handout maps, and answer questions.
Our team brought together experts in facility management,
change management, moves, space, human experience,
and communications. The group helped lead orientations
and tours for the specialists moving into the new space,

recognizing the importance of helping them feel comfortable
in their new environment, now more than ever, so they can
continue to focus on serving their customers.

2. What lessons have been learned?
▶ Get creative with how you use and configure available

spaces to reflect social distancing guidelines. In
total, Delta has been able to set-up five temporary
call centers across the United States, in a variety of
space types – with two located in Delta Sky Clubs, one
in a decommissioned high school gym, and two in
traditional office spaces.
▶ Replicate those strategies that are working well. After

successfully setting up the first temporary call center,
Delta was able to quickly and efficiently apply the
same framework and approach across multiple sites.
▶ Prepare to apply your learnings to your broader re-

entry strategy. Setting up Delta’s first temporary call
center gave the team an early opportunity to test
and learn when it came to placing social distancing
guidelines into practice. These early experiences will
help inform Delta’s broader re-entry strategy across
their portfolio.

3. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
It is no secret that COVID-19 has presented unique
challenges, in our lives and in our organizations – and
solving these challenges requires us to get creative with
our solutions. Now is the time to move away from a “we’ve
always done it this way” mentality and to really focus on
creative, outside-the-box thinking.
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Real Estate Services II
NA M E:

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

City of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

CO M PA NY:

Jones Lang LaSalle Incorporated (JLL)
I ND U STRY/ CO M PA NY CO R E M IS S IO N :

Real Estate Services

1. Describe your coronavirus response.
As COVID-19 began to impact cities around the world,
The City of Chicago approached JLL through an existing
contract for help with continuously operating McCormick
Place (one of North America’s largest convention centers)
as it transitioned from a convention center into an
alternate care facility capable of accepting COVID-19
patients. In just under two weeks the convention center
was prepared to accept patients from area hospitals with
possible overflow. JLL’s Public Institutions and Healthcare
teams took swift action to provide the city with integrated
facility management services for McCormick Place. With
JLL on-site, the first 500 of 3,000 beds were unveiled by
Mayor Lightfoot and Illinois Governor JB Pritzker, on April
19, 2020. JLL contracted local minority/women-owned
businesses to provide components of facility maintenance,
security, cleaning, waste removal, and more. The
collaborative team is working day and night, seven days a
week to prepare the city to fight the pandemic. While we
hope that very few of the roughly 3,000 available beds are
ever used, we take solace in the fact that Chicago is in a
better position to manage patient care today than it was
just 14 days prior.

2. What lessons have been learned?
▶ Collaboration is king. There were so many different

organizations and individuals involved in making
this happen, and it could not have happened without
collaboration by all. Everyone was working with one
objective in mind: to help healthcare workers and their
fellow citizens. What the team stood up and began to
operate in just a few weeks was amazing; collaboration
made it possible.

▶ Timeframes can be compressed. We compared

our transition approach to that of fast-tracking
the construction of a high-rise commercial
building. There were many transitional activities
that we were able to complete concurrent with
coordinating the contract, which greatly streamlined
a “typical” transition schedule. Coordination with
subcontractors was also critical to the success of the
compressed timeline. Finally, having the resources
and bench strength internally was a key element in
achieving the transition schedule.

3. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
Collaboration is more important than ever. To make
this happen in the timeframe needed, we needed to
collaborate internally and externally in ways we had
never contemplated before. We also learned that such
collaboration can be successful even with 100 percent
virtual communications.
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University
NA M E:

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

Joseph Archie
TI TL E:

Director of Campus Operations
CO M PA NY:

Loyola Law School
I ND U STRY/ CO M PA NY CO R E M IS S IO N :

Educational School / Law firm

1. When did your organization become aware of
coronavirus?
We came to know about this virus in late January when it
was on social media and other platforms. Fortunately, one
of the professors from our school was in charge and an
active member of the previous H1N1 pandemic committee
addressing the concerns. The professor took the initiative
to alarm the school about COVID-19 and its implications.

2. Have you had a coronavirus event?			
What happened?
We had a suspect from the perspective of being ill and was
self-isolated, and when the person went through a test,
the results were negative. We have been fortunate that we
have not had any cases.

3. Describe your coronavirus response?
The Initial response was organized from the Dean’s office,
putting together a COVID-19 response committee, which
included Information Technology operations, Facility
Management, and various other teams that represent
the various functionality of the campus; also represented
was the faculty and class schedule – the Registrar’s office
and Student Affairs. This committee took charge and
started acting from the start of February, gathered all the
preliminary information required from the CDC and the Los
Angeles County Department of Health to act immediately.
We decided to shut down the campus and move to the

Los Angeles lies on a hilly coastal plain
with the Pacific Ocean as its southern and
western boundaries. The city stretches
north to the foothills of the Santa Monica
Mountains and is bounded by the San
Gabriel Mountains to the east. Numerous
canyons and valleys also characterize
the region, making it an area of diverse
climatic conditions. The predominant
weather influence is the warm, moist
Pacific air, keeping temperatures mild
throughout the year.

online teaching format on February 11 as the situation got
worse. The Information Technology team was lightning
quick and brilliant to set up all the training programs for
the teachers to use the online platforms. The law schools
have a unique requirement of recording all the activity in
the classroom and store them; hence most of the faculty
went through a Zoom conference and recorded the
training. Tuesday classes were canceled, and the online
platform for everybody was set by the following Thursday.
It was quite a task for the Facilities team to work from
home as it was necessary for the Facilities team to be onsite and work. It took us a week to sort out how to manage
the on-campus operations like moving the mail and other
important tasks. Since this is a law school and mail cannot
be left unattended for long, we had collected them with
our Personal Protective Equipment on and stored it in a
storeroom for a couple of days to ensure that it was free
from any virus. Once the mail was bought back from the
storeroom, an image of the postal cover was sent to the
recipient of the letter. The recipient would come and
collect it if it were confidential, or a trusted person would
scan the letters and send it to them via email.
While the library services for the law students are very
important, the Facilities team enabled the students by
moving the library resources from physical books to the
online sources.
We were aware of the basic issues by following the daily
news. However, as mentioned earlier, the professor who
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worked in the H1N1 committee had a sense of urgency
and requested the facility management team to make
arrangements for the personal protective equipment and
other sanitizing and cleaning materials required for the
next two months.
The campus was prepared from the point of knowing that
everyone would work from home and was prepared from
the security perspective. All the perishable goods were
moved to the main campus as we had the same vendors.
There are minimal activities on campus that are taking
place after the shutdown, which is essential for the campus
to function smoothly when open again.

Appendix 5 – COVID-19 Case Studies

4. What lessons have been learned?
The entire global community has learned a lot from this
crisis. I would like to mention that students and faculty
have adopted the new learning environment of teaching
online, which might be the future of education, as well. The
online environment is going to take over most of the things
in the future.

5. What do you want to share with your colleagues?
I think that it is remarkable the work the facility managers
do around the world and they are unsung heroes,
especially those who work at places of critical needs like
hospitals, police stations, and other emergency places
where they work around the clock.
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China and Singapore
NA M E:

Jeffrey J Budimulia CFM, IFMA Fellow
TI TL E:

Facility Management Observer

G E OG R AP H IC LOCAT IO N :

Shanghai, China

DAT E O F R E P O R T :

March 20, 2020

As a Singaporean living in China since the end phase of
SARS to the current COVID-19 pandemic, I want to share
my insights and experience. I take this opportunity to
communicate as objectively as I can. As Facility Managers
we are responsible to the company and the facility users to
provide a safe environment that meets legal requirements,
as well as that supports the company’s mission. We
must remain objective in making our decisions and
recommendations.

In short, it is about learning from inside the company
to around the world best practices and lessons learned.
Adapt these to suit your own company culture, resources,
environment, education, and expertise level. The last stage,
which is the most important, is to challenge status quo and
localize the learnings to implement at your sites successfully.
And when you reach best in class, the cycle continues with
you continually sharing so that the group you are in would
push each other to greater heights of excellence.

I will address the following areas:

It is important to remember that just because one process is
implemented with good results in one country or company, it
may not be the same as another country or company. There
are so many factors to consider. However, as we are now in
crisis mode, time is of the essence and you may have only
time for a quick tweak to localize the process. When there is a
crisis of this magnitude, the facilities department must rise to
meet these challenges in a timely manner.

▶ The Challenge for Facility Managers
▶ Basic Response Suggestions to the COVID-19 Pandemic
▶ The Importance of Communications
▶ Some Practices from Asia
▶ Importance of Debrief and Learning Opportunities
▶ Summary

The Challenge for Facility Managers
During this crisis, the experience and skills of the facilities
team will be challenged to meet the demands of the
company’s mission and its response.
Remember the first principle of why we are hired as Facilities
Managers. Successful Facility Managers are continuously
challenging the “norm” and pushing the envelope with new
ways, equipment, and technology. I strongly believe we are
more than “rules enforcers” but to work at how the rules
and the company’s plan can coexist together no matter
how difficult it is. As a Facility Manager I have taken a lesson
from one of my bosses “to copy shamelessly.” This is where
practices from outside the company are copied to implement
within. I have refined the guidance to “Think Globally, Adapt
Internationally, and Implement Locally.”

Basic Response Suggestions to the COVID-19
Pandemic
In preparing your response you need to be aware of the local
laws and be aligned with or exceed their recommendations.
The starting point is the extra cleaning and other simple
measures (note that this could cause a run on your current
stocks). Remember that your colleagues in neighboring
sites will be taking similar actions. This will impact domestic
supplies; hence your company should continuously identify
alternate supply sources.
In addition to the readily available guidance, these are some
of the preparations recommended:
▶ Research to understand what is needed to be done to

manage and to control. It is always better to prepare
before a crisis like this. And even if the crisis does not
arrive you are always better for the knowledge that you
have gathered.
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▶ The response could be in various stages depending

on the criticality of the COVID-19 crisis. Ensure clear
definition to when the escalation of the response takes
place and its de-escalation. Many countries in Asia
have defined their stages of response. For example in
Singapore see https://www.gov.sg/article/what-dothe-different-dorscon-levels-mean.
▶ Acquire needed equipment and provide training

required both for staff and outsourced service providers
to respond to the crisis.
▶ Determine where to get the consumables and resources

needed (beyond single source); purchase and safely
store them.
▶ Check your storage and supplies in case such equipment

or consumables are already available and still within the
expiry dates. (There had been embarrassing stories of
supplies gathered after SARs but totally useless today as
they exceeded their expiry dates.)
▶ Identify what your neighbors are doing and work

together (sharing processes and sources and even
resources) if there are possibilities.
▶ Know the local regulations, hospitals, and medical

resources. (Some countries assign possible COVID-19
cases to designated hospitals.)
▶ Keep updating as the information would remain fluid

especially if the COVID-19 cases surge. We need to
respond correctly and accurately to the threat bearing
in mind the domestic rules and regulations.

The Importance of Communications
As Facility Managers we need to communicate our actions
and diligence. The extra cleaning and the extra resources
available to the employees, for example, all help to tell a
story. Whether there are any cases on your site, you would
need to communicate the promptness and the detail in
meeting the new challenge to provide reassurances to the
actions taken.
Use all available platforms for the appropriate type of
message. Pictures, signs, listings, and activities descriptions
are strong yet subtle actions that Facilities Departments are
taking to meet the threat of the COVID-19.
All staff at all levels responsible for communication should be
aware that the World Health Organization (WHO) has made
recommendations on how to report on COVID-19. (This can
10
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also be used as a guide for any future virus communication.)
Some of the recommendations10 are as follows:
▶ DO Talk About COVID-19 but DON’T relate it with a

source, race or even a person name like “Wuhan Virus”
or “Chinese Virus” or “Asian Virus”
▶ DO talk about people who have, are being treated or

recovering from COVID-19, but DON’T refer to them as
COVID-19 cases or victims
▶ DO talk about people who may have COVID-19 but DON’T

label them as COVID-19 suspects or suspected cases
▶ DO speak accurately about the risk from COVID-19 based

on scientific facts and official health advice but DON’T
repeat or share unconfirmed rumors or use language to
generate fear
The intention of communication is to inform, to build trust
between management and employees, and to provide
directions, assurances, and assistance. It should not divide
or create focus on an individual or a location especially in
situations like this. We also want those having the symptoms
not to feel alienated and not go for treatment or own up.
In the initial stage it may be easy to take medicine to mask
the symptoms while they are the most infectious to their
colleagues.
This is also the time to communicate about how to upgrade
personal hygiene habits; we should provide instructional
posters/emails, etc., and the resources available. One would
be surprised how often we wash our hands, let alone how we
wash our hands. We need to communicate our actions:
▶ There is enough soap in the dispenser – we all have

been there – no soap or nonworking dispensers
▶ There are enough hand dryers (although some experts

have disagreed on their use) or we have related
consumables
▶ The toilet/hand washing facilities are clean, and the

waste bins cleared regularly
▶ All basic equipment is working correctly

There must be communication before, during, and after
the phases of the crisis. Ensure that management can not
only “talk the talk” but “walk the walk.” It is important to let
actions emphasize that your management is in control of the
situation and they can be trusted. Also rules and directions
must be specific so as to be applied consistently throughout
the company.

WHO, CIFRC, UNICEF, 24th February 2020, Social Stigma Associated With COVID-19, WHO International, https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/covid19-stigma-guide.pdf
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Some Practices from Asia
The following are some practices I have learned about in
China and other locations. I wish to share these with my
colleagues; please adapt to your situation.
EMP LOYEE PROT E CTIO N B Y “ A R E A ”

There was a need to do manufacturing during the heights
of the COVID-19 crisis and there was obviously a strong
requirement to protect the employees from passing the virus.
Facilities staff implemented the following:
▶ The creation of a “GREEN AREA” where the staff is

definitely clear of COVID-19 and would remain there
indefinitely or until relief.
▶ The creation of a second area called the “TRANSITION”

which is the neighbor of the “GREEN AREA.” This is
where staff would remain for 14 days to ensure that
they are clear of COVID-19 prior to entering the “GREEN
AREA.” At no time the staff mixes or go across area
borders until they are cleared.
▶ In the “GREEN AREA” and “TRANSITION AREA” they

must have all the necessary means for human comfort
and rest. These facilities are separated in each area and
defined accordingly. I would assume the HVAC and other
potential cross contamination are considered in the
final plan. Any supplies including food coming in have
to be “contactless” (without external human contact)
and sterilized. They converted some meeting rooms
as resting areas for use by staff in the “Green Area” or
“Transition.”
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▶ The rest of the area is the “RED AREA” which is the

general area where staff can go in and out using the
normal current restrictions.
The process was carried out and there were no reported
infections. It forced the Facility Manager to think out of the
box but within the engineering capability of the Facilities, the
science of the virus and infection, and the understanding of
human behavior. Neglecting any of the above factors and the
plan would have failed.
DE VE LO PME NT O F SPE CI A LI ZE D A PPS

Specialized apps that reside in mobile phones were
developed to provide the status of the individual and that
their general physical condition meets expectations (based
on a questionnaire) and that they meet the minimum
quarantine from an affected area.
This is a dynamic app which is updated continuously. From
my understanding the mobile phone carriers are one of
the bodies providing information to assist in determining
the status. (There was a story of a person from Beijing who
took the opportunity to hike in the “empty” countryside but
unknowingly he strayed into Hebei Province. Upon his return,
his status changed requiring him to do a 14-day quarantine as
he had theoretically left the county.)
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T EMP ERAT U RE M E AS UR E M E NTS

CLE A NI NG

There are questions on the effectiveness of temperature
measurements, partially due to accuracy and proper use.
Other questions are the potential asymptomatic carriers and
users who mask their symptoms with medicines. It is still a
first level of defense. The use of contactless thermometers
ranges from handheld to the Infra-Red camera type. For those
using handheld devices to measure temperature, ensure that
the operator knows how to use the device correctly. I have
seen and heard of a couple of cases where it read “LO” or “—”
and entry was still permitted.

Cleaning is a visible, powerful, and potentially good defense
against the spread of the COVID-19. There are some medical
sites that are reporting that the virus can survive for more
than 3 days on stainless steel and plastic surfaces. Whatever
it may be, increasing the frequency of cleaning and using the
appropriate disinfectant must be considered. The smell of
disinfectant is an added assurance some cleaning has been
done recently. It could be subtle or marketed accordingly.
Some practices include:

T EMP ERAT U RE M O NITO R ING

Temperature reading and contact tracing becomes
compulsory to enter any location including shops. Most
of these locations use mini-programs which run on social
media platforms to help in the contact tracing. The whole
process is labor intensive as it includes physical temperature
measurements. The service providers were called to assist.
(In one of the shops, the helpfulness of the service provider
was observed helping shoppers to navigate the apps on their
phones to enter the shop. A perfect partnership in action!)
A negative example was where the landlord required the
staff of their tenant to enter their temperature twice a
day through their app. The company was also required
by authorities to record the temperatures of all their staff
once before coming in. After a few days, some of the staff
provided only one temperature reading to the landlord.
Currently most of the staff has ignored this requirement and
only submit their company’s requirement of temperature
reading at the start of the day.
One of the barriers was that there was only one (of two)
temperature readers at the entrance on the ground floor
in the multi-story (more than 20 floors) building, making
it inconvenient for temperature checks especially for the
second one. It was highly likely an estimate would be
documented. We need to make it convenient if there is a
requirement for action by the staff. There was no “follow
up” on the lack or noncompletion of submission. Also,
recording for the sake of recording serves no value to the
process. These requirements would just fade away and
any further requirements would probably be met with
increased resistance.

▶ The use of spray disinfectants on the incoming packages

before being distributed.
▶ The implementation of an under-shoe wipe disinfectant

but only useful for low traffic areas. (Good for flat soles
but questionable for sneakers)
▶ After each meeting there should be a quick wipe down

of the meeting room on all the major surfaces.
▶ All “handle surfaces” or “touch plates” should be

cleaned and disinfected regularly.
▶ Pantry areas and breakout areas should be cleaned and

disinfected regularly.
▶ Lifts and common areas should be cleaned and

disinfected regularly.
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LIFT S (ELEVATORS ) A ND S TA IR S

SOCI A L DI STA NCI NG

Lifts are an area where it tends to be crowded and enclosed.
If there are supporting methods to manage the lifts more
efficiently like staggered working hours and mealtimes, those
modifications would be useful. Consider using engineering
or software to work out the optimum operations of the lift to
the floors, timing, and load. Encourage occupants to use the
stairs especially for the lower floors. If fire exits are used, bear
in mind the local regulations.

As COVID-19’s possible spread is through the air from coughs,
sneezes and touch, there is a strong advocacy to practice
social distancing. Alternative greeting practices were
implemented, and people were at least 1m (2m or 6 feet in
the US) apart in queues, eating, and even in meetings. Some
include:

At the crisis onset I noted that there was a single piece of
plastic over all the lift buttons. Although not elegant, it does
serves two functions. For the fear of the spread of the virus,
occupants may start to use alternative means other than their
fingers to activate those buttons (from tissue paper to pens/
keys). Thus, the plastic protects the buttons from damage.
The other function is to ease cleaning of the buttons. There
is no need to deal with the crevices between the physical
buttons and the housing which takes a bit more time.
In some lifts there was a provision of hand sanitizers and even
tissue paper near the lift buttons (control panel) for users to
use. It also included a small basket for the disposals.
ENT RY (EN T RA N C E ) A ND E X IT

Most buildings have many entry and exit points. There may
be a need to control entry and exit points for compulsory
temperature readings and/or verification of fitness of entry.
▶ First separate the entry and exit points so that there is

no confusion.
▶ Warn the occupants early in the event of any closures

ahead. Put security staff at entries and exits, if needed.
With the current stress levels, one would become angry
if after walking 200m one is informed of a closure of an
entrance that is normally open.
▶ Make sure the points are resourced appropriately for the

expected number of people using the location.
▶ Be aware and communicate what to do in a fire

emergency during such time.
▶ Similarly, you need to be aware of traffic flow outside

the lobby and the car park (parking lot/garage) to be
aligned to all the enhanced measures.
▶ Put a process in place to manage visitors, contractors,

and authorities.

11

▶ To help in the social distancing in the cafeteria/canteen,

space the tables apart and halve the table occupancy by
removing chairs or implementing sitting alternately.
▶ Setting up time slots for particular departments or

floors for the use of the cafeteria but also ensuring that
the earlier group leaves on time.
▶ Stagger cafeteria eating hours for particular floors

at designated times to prevent overcrowding of the
cafeteria. However, refinement is needed to know the
potential numbers from each floor and to be organized
accordingly. The lifts (elevators) will always be choke
points. (Suggest that the pairing be with one low floor
and one high floor and encourage the use of the stairs
for those on the low floor.)
▶ There should be a limit on the number of occupants

using meeting rooms and lifts, if possible.
CO NTACT TRACI NG

The ability to contact trace is important when there is disease
breakout, as quick segregation and quarantine actually helps
break the transmission cycle of the virus. Some countries
like Singapore and South Korea that implemented serious
contact tracing have mapped the spread and confirmed the
importance of breaking the transmission cycle. The high
infectiousness of COVID-19 can be seen in their map of cases.
It illustrates what happens when they were successful and
what happens if the authorities were slow in quarantining.
Singapore had contact tracing “detectives” to help in the
process that made it successful. They worked with the police
who also used other technologies to assist them. An article by
the BBC provided some insight.11
I noted the rise of mini-programs on social media platforms
that were used in China to help in the contact tracing process.
Some countries have started using the COVID-19 patient’s
mobile phone to trace their whereabouts to identify potential
breakouts. This is on top of our use of e-cash and credit cards.
(Of course, in some countries, privacy laws may be the barrier
of such measures.)

Vaswani, K, 19th March 2020, Coronavirus: The detectives racing to contain the virus in Singapore, BBC, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-51866102
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China also practiced contact tracing especially of people
coming back on flights. I have heard of stories of people
who were either quarantined at home for 14 days or on
self-quarantine, having promptly “upgraded” to central
quarantine because one of their fellow passengers on board
was diagnosed with fever and then COVID-19.
CAFET ERI A

Facility Managers should:
▶ Focus on cooked food so that the chances of

transmission are reduced.
▶ Verify the staff of the cafeteria is checked regularly and

attired appropriately.
▶ Understand there was a tendency to replace washable

utensils with alternative utensils (disposables) to break
the transmission. However, if you have proper dishwashing equipment with very hot water, this may not be
necessary. (More research is needed here.)
▶ Know that in China, for take-away food they have a label

that has the cook’s and delivery person’s names and
their corresponding body temperatures. Of course, it
simply provides a psychological reassurance as the data
are not verifiable.
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I T LOA DI NG/ WO RK -FRO M-HO ME

In China, school, work, cinema, and even variety shows
moved to the internet when they shut down. Facility
Managers in concert with IT should ensure that the IT system
is resourced appropriately including bandwidth and security
for the increase in traffic from work, home, and video
conferencing. Instructions for how to set up and troubleshoot
devices should be available to the employees using a mixture
of videos and instructions.
Q UA RA NTI NE A ND E NFO RCE ME NT

There are three types of quarantines here in China for dealing
with COVID-19:
▶ Self-Quarantine: you feel it is the most responsible

thing to do
▶ Home Quarantine: you stay at home as a requirement
▶ Central Quarantine: the strictest and most heavily

controlled
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There are cases where people on home quarantine
take small escapades for entertainment or just feeling
irresponsible. Some home quarantine illustrations are:
▶ In Singapore they use their mobile phone to share

location with the inspectors. Intermittent calls on the
phone would require that location sharing is switched
on as well as sending current videos of their locations.
This is on top of spot checks by enforcers. Actions are
taken against those who break the law.
▶ In another country they were made to wear special

bracelets that continuously report their location to the
authorities.
▶ In China they install a magnetic catch on the entrance

door that will alarm if it is opened. They also use the
strong sense of community to work with the authorities.
There is a sign outside the door stating that the person
in this room is under quarantine and to help the person.
One can read it both ways like providing food and
essentials and/or actually reporting breach.
▶ In China when they take the temperature of people on

quarantine, they also help take out their rubbish.
▶ Enforcements implemented range from the cancellation

of passports to shaming on social media. At least one
case I am aware of, the person was fired from the
workplace when she showed no remorse for breaking
the quarantine order.
P UBLIC T RA N SPO R TATIO N

Subways and public transport tend to be crowded normally.
The authorities in China have started to control the number
of passengers at the subway station. They get the passengers
to wait outside. In my opinion, the subway is still crowded
but less crowded when compared to previous times. They are
hoping that more people will take taxis and private cars for
transportation during this time of crisis.
Temperature checks are still done on all passengers for
the subways and the ferries prior to entry into the stations.
Additionally, the ferries and trains are disinfected regularly
and more often.
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E MPTY A RE AS FO R A LTE RNATI VE U SE

Facility Managers have identified unused areas that can be
repurposed for alternative functions ranging from temporary
quarantine areas to working areas. These spaces ranged from
meeting rooms to huge empty areas.
▶ In Beijing, flights from high risk areas enter a designated

terminal. Passengers are bused to the nearby huge
exhibition center where the passengers are interviewed,
processed, and either centrally quarantined or released.
▶ Due to the huge number of incoming passengers,

Beijing started to divert flights to alternative cities for
passengers to be checked and verified before allowing
them entry into Beijing.
▶ In some cities, empty gymnasiums, stadiums and

buildings are used to house certain medical functions
to support the same effort in dealing with incoming
passengers.
▶ In Wuhan, China, officials built two “Field” hospitals

“Huoshenshan11” and “Leishenshan12” within 10
days and 12 days respectively with a total of 2,600 bed
capacity. They provided the needed capacity for medical
treatment at that time. As I am writing this, officials
have started closing the two hospitals and sending the
extra medical staff home outside of Wuhan.
LOO K A FTE R YO U R O U TSO U RCE D
SE RVI CE STA FF

If you as a company are paying your service provider in full,
please ensure that their (your outsourced) staff are also paid
in full. This ensures that when the situation improves, the
same staff are available to start quickly and without impact
to service levels. It is sad that at times like this, the impact to
daily waged personnel are higher. They usually get paid less
during this time, but they still need to meet the obligations of
feeding and housing themselves and their family.
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Importance of the Debrief and Learning
Opportunities
After successfully surviving any event, there will always
be the celebration and hopefully recognition. But the
most important event afterwards is the debrief. Take this
opportunity to learn when the memories of the events
are fresh. I believe when COVID-19 is over, more steps
and observations can be added to this document as fresh
learnings and fresh approaches are identified.
The importance of the debrief also includes the manner
in which it is conducted. The mood and the approach are
equally important to ensure learnings are identified. If it is
about fault finding or only celebration, the opportunities
for learning would not be identified. Real expression
must not be subjugated. All points need to be looked at
objectively and without bias. If it is done correctly by all,
especially by the leader of the team, it will bring in good
opportunities of learning.
Ask deep questions about the event. Provide the necessary
support (emotional and physical) if there is ownership of a
problem. In any crisis there will always be better decisions
to be made but at that time, with the lack of time and
information available, the pressures and the environment, it
was probably better than making no decision. Documenting
this just helps us better prepare for the next time.
With this new information then comes the difficult task of
updating processes of crisis management. It is noted that no
crisis management process is foolproof because of the nature
of crises. However, this update allows you to better meet the
fresh challenges of a new crisis when it occurs.
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The importance of the debrief is to find lessons learned
from any crisis event that impacts you directly or indirectly.
Implement these new learnings by updating your crisis
management plan accordingly. However, a balanced
approach is needed: do not overprescribe the crisis
management processes. No two crises are ever the same –
even another Coronavirus outbreak.

Summary
A very interesting and informative video can be seen at
https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/2003224825/. In it, a
Japanese filmmaker documents life under quarantine in
Nanjing, China. The video is in Japanese but with English
and Chinese subtitles. After the pandemic passes, the video
will become a reminder of how life was.
COVID-19 is highly infectious and as of the report date, there
is no direct cure other than treating the symptoms. Globally,
if the world works together instead of placing blame, playing
political games, or serving hidden agendas, there is a strong
chance that we will beat it by breaking its transmission cycle
and eventually finding an appropriate cure.
However, for the Facility Managers who are prepared, able
to think on their feet, and greatly resourced with their
network and the internet, this is an opportunity for them
to shine. In my experience, it is times like this that the
Facility Management department will earn the respect of
the organization, employees, and visitors. And if you already
have earned that respect, it will be a great confirmation.
Good Luck.
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VISION:

VA L U E S :

MISSION:

Live in a world where
FM is a career of choice,
inspiring and shaping
the future of the built
environment.

Passion,
Leadership,
Innovation,
Empowerment

The IFMA Foundation works for the public good in
support of Facility Management higher education,
students studying Facility Management and
related fields, research critical to the profession,
and increasing awareness of facility management
and making FM a career of choice.

Accredited
Degree
Programs

Global Workforce Initiative (GWI)

(Associates,
Bachelors, Masters)

Ignite FM!
Job Shadowing

Global
Workforce
Initiative

Registered
Degree
Programs
(18 Credits)

W E E D U C AT E

We educate through our
education programs:
▶ FM Accredited Degree

Program (ADP)
▶ FM Registered Degree

Program (RDP)
▶ FM Talent Development

Pipeline (TDP)

Scholarships
Internships

FM Talent
Development
Pipeline*

The Global Workforce initiative addresses the triple
bottom line of Economy, Equity, and Environment. Meeting
this demand is critical to the energy efficiency of the
built environment, reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
increasing economic productivity of these buildings, and
providing employment opportunities in the profession of
facility management.
*FM Talent Development Pipeline Programs customized to
region and industry

WE INVEST

WE CONNECT

We invest in the future
by providing new career
opportunities through
scholarships, internship
programs, career fairs, job
listings, job shadowing
and our Ignite FM! student
competitions.

We connect with communities
to inform students, parents,
teachers, guidance counselors,
community organizations,
economic development and
government agencies about an
exciting and prosperous career
opportunity.

